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Bush twins, Chris Heinz rally campus voters
Kerry's stepson
encourages voters
to set the bar higher

Jenna and Barbara
Bush thank young
voters for support
By Rick Redmond
News Editor

By Khela Kuplec
For The Maine Campus

First daughters Jenna and
Barbara Bush paid a visit to the
University of Maine yesterday
morning to speak at a Students
for Bush rally. Their visit
marked the completion of a
political checklist for having
the entire first family campaign
in the swing state of Maine this
month.
Jenna Bush took the stage
before her sister and began by
saying how happy the two were
to be back in Maine — a state
she said is "not our home, but
very close."
"There's a lot of energy in
this state to re-elect our dad, so
that makes us very excited,"
Jenna said.
Jenna launched into the first
of several personal family
anecdotes early on in her
speech. This one recalled their
See BUSH on page 2

Another wave of political persuasion hit Maine on Tuesday
when Chris Heinz, stepson of
presidential candidate John Kerry,
visited the University of Maine.
On a tour of several college campuses across Maine, Heinz
focused on critical issues in this
year's election and urged the students to be "vigilant about protecting their right to vote."
"The reality is that this is going
to be a close race. You [students]
have to believe that you have the
capacity to vote," Heinz said.
"Obviously I'm a fan of John
Kerry for president, but it is
important to make sure you vote
no matter,who it is. Express yourself."
Heinz stressed the importance
of getting everyone involved in
this year's election, no matter age
or nationality. Heinz pointed out
See HEINZ on Page 2

CAMPUS PHOTOS BY SARAH BIGNEY AND ALEX DAVIS

TWO STEP — Barbara Bush (left), daughter of President George W. Bush, speaks to a
crowd in the DTAV Community Center during a campaign stop Wednesday. Her twin sister Jenna, who also spoke, looks on. About 150 people attended the event sponcored by
the College Republicans. Chris Heinz (right), son of Teresa Heinz-Kerry, came to campus
Tuesday to rally support for his stepfather, presidential candidate John Keii`y. The event
was sponsored by the UM College Democrats.

Pepper spray used to UM alum aspires to fill Old Town seat
disperse Orono party
By Suphatra Paravichal
For The Maine Campus

By Casey Carbonneau
Staff Writer
Party-goers in Orono claim
police gave no notice when
they used pepper spray to disperse a non-violent crowd early
Saturday morning. Police are

countering with a different version of the story, saying warning was given and they were
just doing what needed to be
done.
Orono police received complaints of excessive noise cornSee PARTY on Page 3

This past spring, the residents
of Old Town may have answered
a knock on their door to see a
tall, well-dressed young man
before them.They soon befriended Matthew Gagnon, a 24-yearold University of Maine graduate
with aspirations of representing
District 14, which consists of

Old Town & Indian Island.
Its not unusual to see Matthew
Gagnon on public display. In his
years as a UMaine political science major, Gagnon made himself famous for building a solid
foundation for a previouslyshaky
UMaine
Student
Government. Through his twoyear vice presidency, he singlehandily revised numerous landmark documents, created new

positions and branches, as well
as chaired numerous committees.
Gagnon could also be seen
sporting the Greek letters of
Sigma Phi Epsilon, running the
College Republicans' meetings
and frequently appearing in the
headlines of many articles for
The Maine Campus. And pretty
soon, neither will the residents of
Old Town. Having already perSee GAGNON on Page 3

Greek Week under way to
show spirit, bust stereotypes
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Writer

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

ON PARADE — The Chi Omega women blow bubbles from their Make a Wish float
Monday afternoon in the Greek Parade.

"It's to remind people that
we're about all various things and
not just about parties. [Partying]
The theme of this year's Greek happens, but also many nonWeek encompasses the four main Greeks party," Urgese said.
The week, which has been
ideals of Greek Life at the
sponsored
at UMaine in the past
University of Maine — leadership,
scholarship, community service, with the exception of last year,
began Monday with the Greek
socialization — and fun.
It's a chance for people to Pride Parade and Letters Day,
show pride in being Greek. It's a where members from each chapter
chance to show themselves off. It's wore their letters.
The week's events signify the
a chance to show the campus what`
they believe in," said Lauri four main Greek ideals. The
majority of the members from the
Sidelko, director of Greek Life.
Greek Week is also a way to 13 fraternities and six sororities
inform the rest of the campus about attend most events. Greek chapters
fraternities and sororities as well as compete against one another to
to dispel myths that lead to a bad earn points for each event. On
reputation, according to Katelin Saturday, the winners will be
Urgese, vice president for the announced at a Greek social and
Panhellenic Council and a third- awards ceremony. One fraternity
year elementary education major.
See GREEKS on Page 6
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college last year."
"Kerry plans to offer a $4,000
tax credit for every child that is in
college," Heinz said. "In addition,
From Page 1
after working two years in the
that international students and 16- community the, federal governyea'-olds can make a difference ment will pay for all four years of
college. It's like a GI bill but you
too
-If you get a person to vote who won't get shot at ... The overall
wouldn't be going to the polls point is to encourage service and
unless you had persuaded them, keep people in local communities
you have effectively voted your- to build stronger bridges. We want
people to know that if they work
elf he said.
Heinz hit home for many stu- hard they can succeed."
The plan would be paid for by
len's with Kerry's $10 billion plan
,o help make college accessible eliminating the subsidized and
guaranteed profits for banks makand affordable to everyone.
ing
student loans, according to
Kerry's
Web
According to John
site
the price of college has Kerry's Web site. Heinz compared
risen by 35 percent over the last the cost of Kerry's education plan
liree years, 220,000 qualified to have a "stronger society" to the
/oung people were priced out of $ 4-10 billion that President Bush

HEINZ
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is spending in Iraq every month.
would take her job seriously and two years." Heinz said.
Touching on a more personal not sit back.
Heinz said that President Bush
"Mom is a pistol," Heinz con- needs to be fired because of his
note, Heinz talked about his relationship with Kerry.In 1991,Chris fessed.
incompetence, broken proniises,
Heinz also touched upon the internal dividing of America and
Heinz's father, Sen. John Heinz,
died in a plane crash. Four years war in Iraq and compared disregard for the line between
later Chris's mother Theresa and President Bush's military record church and state.
John Kerry were married.
"We need to set the bar higher
with John Kerry's.
"I was eighteen when my father
"Young people are dying. I for the president. Bush can stumdied and I didn't believe I needed a believe people in this room want ble through words like 'nuclear'
step-dad. Then Kerry came into peace. Who's the peace maker, but still have his finger olt the but
our family. He is a great partner for Kerry or Bush? Kerry went to war, ton at the same time. That scares
my mom. He didn't push his ideas he's knows what it's like. His me." Heinz said.
and traditions on us and he contin- opponent didn't go to war. He
Heinz ended the discussion
ued to be a great dad to his own worked very hard not to go."
after fielding a question on reprokids. He has been an amazing step"Somebody mentioned to me, ductive issues
dad and we share respect, friend- and I agree the president sees our
"[An abortion] is a hard deciship and love." Heinz said.
country like a parent sees a 10- sion for any woman to make.
Heinz was. also asked by an year-old child. The president has That's not the issue. The issue is
audience member to compare how been patronizing the country and whether you would assert yourself
his mother would take on the role the world. We have never been so on someone else's rights by voting
of First Lady. He said his mother hated as we have been these past 'no' on pro-choice."

driving force to effect change
in their generation.
"We hear all the time that
young people aren't interested
From Page 1
in politics." Barbara said. "The
mother Laura's conditions fact is young Americans do
Deadline
Thursday, Sept. 30, 2004
regarding the highly political care. We care about the child
Today is the end of first-third
family
for marrying their being left behind. We care
of semester for withdrawals.
Intervarsity Bible study
about the neighbor dealing with
father.
Christian Contact your dean's office for
lntervarsity
"She made him promise no an addiction.
Fellowship will hold its south- information.
side Bible study at 8 p.m. in
"The most important thing
political speeches," she said.
Friday, Oct. 1, 2004
lounge
of
the
study
you can do for our dad is vote,"
"But
we
know
she
secretly
Estabrooke Hall. For informaloves being on the campaign she said.
Memorial service
tion e-mail Sarah Junkins on
The twins have been on the
trail."
A memorial service for
FirstClass.
University of Maine English
Barbara mentioned the huge campaign trail for weeks ,now
professor Welch Everman will
Office yoga
responses First Lady Laura and will soon be joining their
The Employee Assistance be held from 4 to 6 p.m. at the
Bush gets when speaking at parents, President George W.
Program will host "Office Newman Center located on
various political events, namely Bush and First Lady Laura
Stress College Avenue directly across
Beating
Yoga:
Everyday at Your Desk," from from the Buchanan Alumni
on the "W Stands for Women" Bush, for the final month pre12 to 1:30 p.m. in the Coe House. For information call
ceding the election, according
tour.
Room of Memorial Union. The Margaret Nagle at 581-3745.
to Susan Whitson, deputy com"It's
a
little
bit
like
having
a
event will feature certified
munications director for the
rock
star
for
a
mom,"
Barbara
IT Faculty seminar
yoga instructor Sandy Crysus,
said."Except she goes to bed at Bush-Cheney campaign.
Information Technology will
as part of the EAP luncheon
series. For information call the host a seminar for faculty on
While in New England, the
9:30."
the software program Excel. ,
program at 581-4014.
Jenna touted qualities she girls also visited a hospital in
The event will show you how to', saw in her dad that made him Exeter, N.H. with their grandSocialist luncheon series easily track and calculate
not just a good dad, but a good mother, Barbara Bush, where
Department
of grades with an Excel template.
The
they worked to increase awareFran
Dalyare
The
facilitators
president as well.
Philosophy will host "The
Eagle and the Candor: A Griffin and Kat Taylor, all of IT.
"My dad has shown us the ness about the presidents
Vision for a New Civilization in For information, call the Center
importance of leading a disci- advancements to Medicare,
the Western Hemisphere," for Teaching Excellence at 581namely for women's health
plined
life," she said.
from 12:3010 1:45 p.m. in the 3472.
Jenne went on to describe a issues, according to Whitson.
Bangor Room of Memorial
Last week the girls spoke at
Forest talk offered
Union. The event is part of the
particular incident that stood
The Department of Forest
Socialist and Marxist studies
out in her mind as a testament campuses in Iowa, Michigan
luncheon series and will fea- Ecosystem Science will host:
and Wisconsin, continuing on
to her dad's strong character.
Natural
tuie Robert Mendoza, a Integrating
to
Bates College after their stop
Some of her favorite activiNative American and Chicano Disturbance Parameters into
in
Orono.
Silvicultural
Conventional
ties
growing
up
were
trips
to
active
activist and filmmaker
in the Bioregional movement. Systems: Experience From the
"They're working really
the ballpark in order to see the
For information call the Doug Acadian Forest of Northeastern
Texas Rangers play. She hard," Whitson said. "They've
North America," at 12 p.m. in
Allen at 581-3860.
recalled one day when the tem- been splitting their time
Room 204 of Nutting Hall. The
perature had reached 108 between college brainstorming
event will feature by Robert
Privilege and power talk
The Center for Teaching Seymour, and is part of the
degrees and she was the only and the 'W Stands for Women'
host Forestry Seminar Series. For
Excellence
will
member of her family "crazy trail."
and information call the department
"Privilege,
Power,
Intimate engagements like
enough"
to accompany her
Difference in the Classroom: at 581-3458.
the
one the girls made at
to
the
field.
father
Teaching
&
Toward Inclusive
Submitting information
She remembered pleading UMaine are more for getting a
Learning,"
Submissions for The Maine
from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. in the
with her father to leave the chance to thank volunteers,
Woolley Room of the DTAV Campus Community Calendar
game
before the end due to the campaign staff and supporters
Community Center. The event are free, and can be sent on
intense
heat. She even went as for all their hard work, Whitson
will feature n interactive work- FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder
Far as trying to humiliate him in said.
shop designed to give partici- or dropped off in The Maine
pants theoretical tools to help Campus office located
;ometlung ales
them identify and solve con- basement of Momor4
thed zo do. sue ,_tio
)
crete problems related to Please include all the importan,
John Mitchell, chair of the
,ici
like a mummy in wet
diversity and privilege in the information about your event.
UMaine
College Republicans,
paper
towels
could
convince
for
submissions
are
classroom by visiting Diversity Deadlines
Professor
Allan 9 a.m. Sunday for Monday pubher father to leave the game said this was something he realLibra
Johnson. For information call lication and 9 a.m. Wednesday
ly wanted also.
early.
for Thursday publication.
the center at 581-3472.
"It's very exciting ... an
supports
his
always
"My dad
team until the last inning," she excellent opportunity for us to
have them here," Mitchell said.
said."Dad can take the heat."
Barbara and Jenna com- "Student voters are the most
mended the roughly 150 young under-represented demographic
voters gathered in the Woolley in the voting process."
Mitchell
described
the
room of DTAV for being the

r-ITHEMAINE COMMUNITY BUSH
LAMPUs CALENDAR

newstmainecampus.com

process of finalizing the Bush
twin visit to UMaine a huge
logistical process. mainly on
his part.
"It was a huge effort hut it
was a great experience " h
said.
The event was kept small to
minimize disturbances by
oppositioners and no formal
advertising or notifications
were sent out, not even to the
College Republicans' foluer on
FirstClass.
Only 99 people were included the mailing list of a personal
e-mail obtained by The Maine
Campus, sent by Mitchell about
12 hours before the event
began.
About 170 people made the
list of invitees, according to
Mitchell, and about 150
showed up to attend the event.
"It was pretty much wordof-mouth and phone calls,"
Mitchell said.
Ross Bartlett, vice president
of financial affairs for Student
Government, was among those
included on Mitchell's mailing
list.
Bartlett arrived early to
make certain he was front and
center for the event and said
that while he didn't think the
two said anything substantive,
he thought it was an excellent
morale-boosting event.
"Seeing members of the first
family is always exciting for
people and it encourages them
to think about the election,"
Bartlett said.
Michell's hope for a peaceful and disturbance-free event
seemed to be granted, as only
one anti-Bush demonstrator
could be seen outside of DTAV.
First-year student Seth
Ye;
evef On
was :chedthed to oegin.
Short notice didn't stop
Yentis from scrawling "Bush
Lies" on a piece of poster board
and standing outside DTAV
during the speeches.
"I just figure that it needs to
be shown that there is dissent,"
Yentis said. "I need to use my
freedom of speech as much as
possible."
.1
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STUDENT SENATE NOTES

GAGNON
From Page 1
sonally introduced himself to a
plethora of the citizens, Gagnon
is now embarking on an even
more aggressive campaign
including promotions of all tangible kinds: pins, posters,
bumper stickers, magnets and
other gimmicks.
Gagnon runs on the platforms
based on the concerns he heard
while running his door-to-door
campaign in the June primary.
On the forefront stands Maine's
economical situation, which
closely links his second concern, the support for Maine's
higher education. Gagnon sees
these two issues as "strongly
linked," citing that success in
either issue depends on the success of the other.
Gagnon's opponent is county
commissioner Dick Blanchard.
Gagnon shrugs off questions
regarding his opponent's advantage because of age,connections
and experiences.
"I think my age is an advantage and a disadvantage. If you
ask some of the elderly citizens
of the district, they might be
CAMPUS PHOTO BY RICK REDMOND
inclined to say they're looking
IN THE RUNNING — Matt Gagnon, candidate for the Old
for someone with more experience. And about everyone else Town seat in the House of Representatives, works on his
looks at my age as an asset, campaign from his home office in Old Town.
because of my youth and enthu- as equivocally as possible, said. While he admits he is still
siasm. It just depends on who reports that though he found the learning from this political
you ask," he said.
political
science
program experience, he is eagerly awaitIn the experience versus "interesting and innovative," ing Election Day, a day he
enthusiasm debate, spectators nothing compares to the real hopes will be the first day of a
tend to ask the younger oppo- life experience an actual cam- long career in politics.
nent if his experience as a polit- paign allows.
"I've always been interested
ical science major can compen"The education you get in a in politics. My interest strengthsate for actual experience in the college classroom is invaluable ened during my years in Student
real world. Or at leasts if it helps ... but the actual dive into the Government and my major in
move along the career path.
real World of experience is political science, but what
The college graduate and where you can make your mis- keeps it afloat is who I am,"
aspiring politician, answering takes and truly learn," Gagnon Gagnon said.

PARTY
From Page 1
ing from a party at 84 Park
Street. When officers arrived
on scene, they discovered a
party where an estimated 200
people had gathered.
Officers on scene called for
backup due to the large amount
of people in the crowd.
Reinforcements included six
units from the Old Town Police
Department as well as a few
officers from University of
Maine Public Safety, according
to Sgt. Scott Wilcox of the
Orono Police Department.
Officers told people to
leave, and when the crowd
seemed resistant to do so, pepper spray was discharged into
the crowd.
"The crowd was failing to
disperse and warnings were
given," Wilcox said. "They
were told to move along before
pepper spray was deployed."
UMaine student Jared Bernard
said he didn't think the use of
pepper spray was necessary
because no one appeared violent

or disruptive in the crowd.
"When they [the police]
came up, people started leaving," Bernard said. "I didn't
see anyone threatening them."
But police counter that they
had no other choice in the matter. Minimal amounts of pepper
spray were used only after the
officer in charge at the scene
made the call that there was a
danger to public safety, according to Wilcox.
"I will say that pepper spray
is used when large crowds fail
to disperse," Wilcox said. "It
is in continuum with department policy that pepper spray
can be used in those situations."
According to a report on
excessive
force
by
the
Department of Justice published in June 1999: "The
application of any less than
lethal force or device [pepper
spray] should be managed and
monitored in the same way as
if that force could cause serious injury or even death."
A study done by C. Gregory
Smith,
M.D.,
Woodhall
Stopford, M.D., published in
the North Carolina Medical

Bookstore director featured as
first guest lecturer for Senate
By Diana McElwain
Staff Writer

This week's meeting of the
General Student Senate began a
little differently than usual.
Director
Bill
Bookstore
Hockensmith was the group's
first guest speaker of the year.
The Senate is hoping to make
visits by guest speakers the
norm, with prominent campus
personalities such as Dean of
Students Robert Dana already
lined up for future visits.
During his visit to the meeting, Hockensmith spent time
discussing what is often a concern for students: the cost of text
books. Hockensmith assured the
group that the Bookstore staff is
doing everything possible to
keep costs down.
"I'm not saying textbooks are
cheap," Hockensmith said. "I'm
saying we're doing the best we
can."
One effort the store is making
to reduce these prices is making
sure that as many used extbooks
as possible are available.
"Used books are basically 25
percent less," Hockensmith said.
He also said although not all
books may be available used,
students still may be getting a
great deal, as sometimes new
books may be sold at used prices
because of increased pressure on
the part of the Bookstore staff.
"We really put the screws to
the publishers," Hockensmith
said.
Another
service
the
Bookstore provides is the buyback of used books. The bookstore is more apt to buy back
Journal found that "serious books if the books will be used
adverse health effects, even next semester, Hockensmith
death, have followed the use of said.
And if the professors won't
OC [pepper] sprays. These
sprays should be regarded as be using the books again?
"We give the students what a
poisons or weapons and kept
away from children and used book company would give
teenagers. The risks of OC us," Hockensmith said.
While it may seem like sellspray use by adults for selfdefense has not been studied, ing used books to companies at
and its effectiveness as a crime cost is not lucrative for the
Bookstore, Hockensmith says
deterrent is unknown."
However, excessive force
laws are hazy and tend to side
with police. If a police officer
sees a crowd turning against
him he is warranted by the law
in using nonlethal force to get
the crowd to disperse.
"They just sprayed it up into
the air at everybody," Bernard
said. "Only then did people
start yelling and smashing bottles."
The
Police
Orono
Department has not received
2004-2005 SEASON
any official complaints about
the incident, though there have
been unofficial, third-party
Gram Stoker Sept. 22-Oct.3, 2004
complaints.
No one was arrested, though
the residents of 84 Park St.
Arthur Miller Nov. 3-14, 2004
were issued disorderly conduct
warnings.
Feb. 2-13, 2005

Penobscot
Theatre

Be a part of it...
Dracula

The Crucible

The Smell of the Kill

ont cirin anci drive.

A Long Day's Journey Into Night
No

protect the people yogi care Whoa
mud call m tiud ar s designithed driver.

Oith

that all parties benefit.
"We make the students happy
and [used book companies) give
us access to hard-to-get books,"
he said.
Also raised was the more
contentious issue of the use of
sweatshops in the manufacturing
of the Bookstore clothing, a controversy the store has dealt with
in the past.
"Our goal is to be sweatshopfree," Hockensmith said. "To
my knowledge we are in compliance."
While the Senate meeting
was brief, lasting less than 45
minutes this week, some
changes were made. One was the
appointment of membership
committee chair Jud Ritter, who
informed the group of his hopes
for the Senate members.
"I'd like to get more upperclassmen in senate that would be
serious about it," Ritter said,
referring to the number of senators that resigned from their
offices earlier this year. Ritter
also stated that he would like to
see more political science students as senators.
Also changed was the date of
the General Student Senate elections. Originally set to take
place this Thursday, the election
will now be held later in the
semester due to time constraints.
Currently, no one holds the
position of chair for the Fair
Elections
Practices
Commission, vacated by Patrick
Losi recently.
"There just hasn't been time
to hire someone," said Ross
Bartlett, vice president of finanfor
Student
cial
affairs
Government.
The post is essential for an
election to take place and Senate
President Kate O'Brien is working to fill the position, Bartlett
said.
"We're actively looking for.a
dedicated student to fill the
position," O'Brien said. "I'm
taking the search process very
seriously because the position is
crucial to our elections."

March 9-20, 2005

Noises Off
Mu:had irayn April 20-May 1, 2005

46

Call 942-3333 or visit our website at PenobscotTheatre.org
for tickets and information!
......
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POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Writer

Man summonsed for releasing
fire extinguisher in York hall
A man was issued two summonses following a false fire
alarm in York Hall at 1:22 a.m.
on Tuesday, Sept. 28. Officers
and firefighters responded to the
hall due to a report of smoke in
one of the third floor wings. The
Orono Fire Department determined the smoke was actually
from a discharged fire extinguisher. The extinguisher was
located in the corridor of one of
the other third-floor wings.
Officers began fingerprinting
when information was recieved
regarding a possible suspect.
The suspect, identified as Kevin
McGovern, 18, was located and
questioned. • He was visibly
intoxicated. Other witnesses
came forward and said they saw
him discharge the extinguisher
McGovern eventually
and
admitted to discharging it. As a
result, he was issued a summons
for criminal mischief and a summons for possession of alcohol
by a minor by consumption.

phone crying while a man inside
watched her. Officers asked the
woman if she was okay and she
yelled that she was not. She stated that she and the man inside
had gotten into a fight and that
the man had pushed her down.
There were red marks on her
arms as a result of being
grabbed. As a result, Kenneth
Raymond, 21, was arrested for
domestic assault and transported
to Penobscot County Jail.
Underage man summoned
after inviting RA to party
A man was issued a summons
following a situation in York
Hall at 12:29 a.m. Sunday, Sept.
male
26. An intoxicated
knocked on the door of a resident assistant and asked if they
wanted to party. Public Safety
was contacted and officers
arrived. The man, identified as
Michael Eldredge, 18, had
slurred speech and smelled
strongly of alcohol. While in a
with him. , officers
room
observed him take alcohol out
of his backpack. Eldredge had
15 cans of Budweiser beer in the
bag. Police issued Eldredge a
summons for illegal possession
of alcohol by a minor.

Three students face Judical
Affairs after illegal barbecue
outside York Village
Three students were referred
to Judicial Affairs following a
fire outside York Village at 2:28
a.m. Sunday, Sept. 26. An offiMan's fake identification
cer on patrol driving down the
Grove Street extension noticed a foils beer run
A man was issued a sumfire In a barbeque in York
Village. Someone had placed a mons for possession of false
wood palette in the barbeque, identification in the Stewart Lot
causing a relatively large fire. at 7:39 p.m. Friday, Sept. 24.
Three students were located and An officer noticed a man who
admitted to starting the fire. As did not appear to be 21 with two
a result, all three were referred 30-can cases of beer walking
to Judicial Affairs for illegal through the lot. The officer
approached the man and asked
burning.
for identification. The man proMan arrested for allegedly duced a New York driver's
license. The photograph on the
assaulting woman on campus
license did not look like the
for
A man was arrested
man, so the officer asked for his
that
fight
a
following
assault
occurred at 1:34 a.m. Satuday, birthday. The man gave a birthSept. 25. Officers responded to day different than that on the
a report of a possible argument license. The officer then asked
and fight involving a man and a the man what his real name was
woman near Somerset Hall. and the man identified himself
Police were informed that the as Matthew Mosley, 20. As a
two people had left Somerset result, Mosley was issued two
and were heading towards Hart summonses for possession of
Hall. They were finally located alcohol by a minor and misuse
in front of Hancock Hall, where of identification. The New York
a woman was seen on a cell license was confiscated.

Join
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Draw for
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A
Diversions section.
Contact Tracy Collins on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-1267 for details.
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NO GUESSING
NO UNCERTAINTY
(THAT'S WHAT MIDTERMS ARE FOR)

Dependable service Simple plans. That's what we're for.

FREE

250 Text messages
a month for 2 months

$39.95imo
Call and Text Plan
• 1000 Anytime Minutes
• Unlimited Call Me Minutes
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ter's songs in the spirit of their
chapter's founders.
"This [talent show] is a wonderful way to celebrate Greek traFrom Page 1
ditions with the rest of the fraterand one sorority will win a trophy nities and sororities," Cooper
that has been passed to the win- said. "Every chapter does somening chapters from year to year, thing different to contribute to the
show, and it is amazing to see
according to Sidelko.
"Our goal this year is to try to what other chapters come up
create more Greek community, with."
Today Greek Week will
and not emphasize who's winning
or who's losing but on having fun emphasize community service
with the Campus Clean Up at 5
all together," Urgese said.
Besides stressing the four main p.m. on the Mall. A barbecue will
Greek ideals, the events are devel- follow the event. This event is
oped to promote bonding among open to the campus community.
"This day is important to show
individual chapter members as
that
Greeks are interested in comsystem
as
a
the
Greek
well as
munity service, and that they
whole, according to Urgese.
"Greek Week is about strength- probably do more community
ening the bonds between our chap- service as a whole than any other
ters so that we may further the student organization," Sidelko
ambitions of the Greek communi- said.
Friday is the day for energy
ty as a whole, but just as important
to have fun doing it," said Kaylee expenditure from the Greeks with
Cooper, Alpha Phi's president and the Greek Olympics. Events will
include an egg toss, relay race,
a fourth-year art history major.
Tuesday was the academic and obstacle course, tug-o-war and a
scholarship day, with the College chariot race. The events start at
Bowl Trivia Game where 17 fra- 4:30 p.m. on the Mall.
With athletic events scheduled
ternity and sorority chapters participated. The winning chapter of and only two chapters eligible to
this game was Alpha Gamma Rho. to win on Saturday, it is easy for
Yesterday the Greek talent fraternities and sororities to be
show took place in Memorial overly competitive through these
Union's Marketplace. Members events, Urgese said.
"It's important for us to realize
from approximately 15 chapters
showcased their special talents in we're all part of the same comvarious ways. Alpha Phi sorority munity," Urgese said. "We're all
sisters showed off their vocal tal- Greek, and that's something that
ent by singing one of their chap- we share."

GREEKS

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

HULA DOG — Squiggles, the Pi Kappa Alpha house dog
and owner Ryan Gould march in the Greek Parade
Monday afternoon on Munson Road
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Current Greek
Week Results
Colige Bowl
Winners
FIRST: Alpha Gamma Rho
SECOND: Delta Tau Delta
THIRD: Alpha Phi

Greek Parade
Winners

des
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teal
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tior

MEN:
OVERALL:
Pi Kappa Alpha
BEST REPRESENTATION
OF THEME:
Alpha Gamma Rho
MOST CREATIVE:
Sigma Chi

WOMEN:
OVERALL:
Alpha Phi
BEST REPRESENTATION
OF THEME:
Delta Zeta
MOST CREATIVE:
Alpha Omicron Pi

Join the Creek community in celebrating
our ideals and traditions!
Our Greek chapters have been very busy this week....
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After several days of testing their knowledge, talent,
and athletic ability...
The chapters invite you to join them for a campus wide clean-up!!
Anyone interested can meet at the mall on:
Thursday, September 30 at 5:00 P.M.
A FREE BBQ will be immediately following for all
of the hungry volunteers!
If you have any questions please
e-mail
Katelin Urgese on FirstClass.
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UMaine professor,students tutor migrant families
March described Colvin as a
very sharp lady with lots of experience teaching people to read
Mano en Mano, a program and write in different countries.
designed to provide general sup- Her methods are then adapted to
port to Hispanic migrant workers different languages. This is the
here in Maine, has recently taken first Literacy Volunteers program
teaching to a new level at the in the United States for a language other than English, accordUniversity of Maine.
The program now promotes ing to March.
Those attending the workshop
service learning, according to
about different techlearned
Kathleen March, a Spanish professor involved with the organiza- niques and concepts, then got to
practice their instruction. They
tion.
learned how to determine a student's level of literacy, different
assignments to work with and
methods to view and interact with
your student.
"We had to think about what
the adult learner is thinking,"
March said.
Colvin's methods are learnercentered.
"It's not a top-down program,"
March said. "It's respectful of the
learner."
A volunteer may have his or
her student bring in literature that
they want to learn to read. He or
she may create a book with his or
her student, so that student can
Kathleen March
hold on to his or her own words,
Spanish Professor
which they're able to read.
Many of the volunteers
Mano en Mano, meaning haven't found their students yet
"hand in hand" in Spanish, is a and may end up traveling to
"labor of love" for its founder, Milbridge. March's answer to
Candace Austin, according to finding people in this -area who
March. The new project, in coop- could be helped by the program is
eration with Literacy Volunteers to seek them out. She is in the
of America, is designed to help process of setting up a deal with
migrant workers who are illiterate Wal-Mart where she and other
volunteers could host a table
in their native Spanish.
"Literacy benefits the commu- inside to talk to people.
"A lot of people come up from
nity. If they're not literate in their
own language, that affects what the coast[on weekends]to shop,"
they can do in English," March she said.
March got involved with
said."They're stuck."
Over the weekend of Sept. 11 a Mano en Mano because of her
group of a dozen volunteers went students. Shaunessy Saucier and
through literacy training in a Rebecca Brochu,current UMaine
workshop run by Ruth Colvin,the seniors, started working last fall
with a family from Milbridge.
founder of Literacy Volunteers.
By Cate Tiller
Staff Writer

"Literacy benefits
the community. If
they're not literate
in their own language, that affects
what they can do in
English."

The Milbridge children were
going to school, but they didn't
speak any English. There was no
one to translate for them in the
school system, according to
Saucier.
She and Brochu made the trip
once a week to Milbridge to talk
to the kids and play games in a
mixture of English and Spanish.
It wasn't the best situation for the
children, but it was better than
nothing, Saucier said. Their work
led to the connection between
March and Austin, when March
went to visit last January.
March strongly advocates for
more service learning at UMaine.
"Service learning gets students out in the community.They
have an active part in their learning," she said.
She calls it applied education,
as opposed to listening to a lecture.
"I can't see a more effective
way for students here to improve
their Spanish," she said.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

ALL WORK,SOME PLAY —Rebecca Brochu (top), a UM
Spanish student, works on math skills with Barla and
Nancy, two of the children in the Hispanic community in
downeast Maine. Rebecca Brochu (bottom), a senior at
the University of Maine, plays Twister with two of the children she tutors she tutors in Milbridge. Karla and Nancy
are two children of migrant farm workers with whom
Brochu has been working with since last fall.
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It's my party,
and I'll cry if
they mace it
The use of pepper-spray this
weekend by Orono Police
Department at a party on Park
St. seems to be concurrent with
department policy. So what
would propel the authorities to
use such force when dealing
with a crowd of 200 partygoers?
Maybe it's the fact that when
200 drunken college kids get
together, the common mindset
is not to listen. The students
probably you out numbered law
enforcement officers, and why
not stick it to the man, right?
Wrong idea. The police in
the surrounding areas have a
reputation as hardasses, with
good cause. But think about it,
if you had to deal with drunken,
cocky college kids, wouldn't
you be a little on the edge?
The life lesson: If the cops
tell you to clear out a party,just
do it. They don't want to be
there any more than we want
them there. They are men and
women with a job to do and
sense of duty.
We also have a duty as college kids to listen to authority.
We at The Maine Campus are
not saying blindly follow "the
man." In fact, some of history's greatest people and
moments have come from rising against oppression.
But this is college, and it's
only a keg party. So, listen to
the cops next time, and you
won't get a face full of mace.

Preaching
to the choir
at UMaine
Hey did you attend the Chris
Heinz speech this Tuesday?
Probably not. Thats okay, maybe
you were able to actually make
it to the Bush twins event this
Wednesday in the Wooley Room
instead? Nope, you probably
didn't get to go to that either.
That's because the attention
these events got was sum to
none. In fact most students on
this fine campus of ours didn't
even probably know that these
public figures where here at the
university.
These events need to be publicized and discussed openly to the
campus population — not just to
some chairperson's croonies. As a
student body, we should be doing
a better job of making the public
aware of events .

rLetters to the editor

Letters to the editor should be no
longeo than 300 words and should
include the author's mune,address, aca-

demic major or job tide and phone num.
her or e-rnail address. The Maine
Campus reserves the right to edit submissions for length and clarity.

The Maine Campus
51414 Memorial Onion
hont,114409-5748
or e-mail.
opumn(fotnainecartiros corn
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Hasta
la vista,
smokers
Schwarzeneggar
bans cigarettes in
Cal. prisons
BETHANY
BUBAR
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

Colorad'oh
Amendment would allow state to split electoral votes
Look out folks, the state of
Colorado just opened Pandora's
box. That's right. If you liked the
election debacle that took place in
Florida four years ago, then
you're going to be doing cartwheels over Colorado in 2004.
In case you missed it, the state
of Colorado, in hopes of enraging
republicans and democrats across
our fine nation, has implanted a
statewide initiative that would
rewrite the rules for apportioning
out Colorado's nine electoral
votes.The proposed system would
replace a winner-take all way
approach and divide the state's
electoral votes proportionally,
based on each candidate's share of
the popular vote. The initiative
which is Amendment 36 would
take effect immediately.

SPORTS EDITOR
So there you go. Another five
weeks until we are part of our own
nation-wide sequel. Let's call it
"The 2000 Election: Redux" or
better yet,"Revenge of the Angry
Citizens." There are some lines
you never want to cross again,and
this is one of them. Adding more
excitement to the pot is that this
little initiative, in a recent poll, is
finding more backing than
loathing. Come on Colorado,
you've got to be kidding me.

You're directing this country into
a replay of 2000, minus a guest
appearance by the hanging chads.
The last thing this important election needs is a disaster like we had
four years ago. Let's look at what
would happen if this initiative was
to actually go through.
With President Bush holding a
narrow lead in the Colorado polls,
it appears that if the Democratinspired amendment passes, the
winner would get five electoral
votes, while the loser would be
rewarded with four of their own.
No matter what political affiliation you are siding with come
Nov. 2, you've got to be hoping
for a cleaner election then what
occurred in 2000. And if
Amendment 36 goes through, the
See VOTES on page 9

Letters to the Editor
•Rebutal to "Rebuttal"
I am writing in regards to
Bennett Fellows piece in the
Sept. 27 issue of The Maine
Campus. Whether Fellows realizes it or not, there are those of
us on campus who hold very
strong views on the administration's politics and policies who
do not go out of their way to
make those who support the current administration feel unwelcome or not allowed.
I have found this campus to
he very open-minded and fair.

"1"1"MAIN

E

CAMPUS
The University of Maine newspaper since 1875

Some of my best friends here are
staunch Republicans. I am an
independent thinker, and enjoy
talking and debating with
friends, no matter what their
political creed. I was offended by
the assumption that those of us
who do hold liberal views do not
do so out of any sort of informed
concern, but out of what's "in" at
the moment. All those I know
who are outspoken and liberal
are informed voters, who have
real concerns over general policies and practices that have been

News Editor Rick Redmond • 581.1270
news4vmainecampus.com

demonstrated over the last four
years. Fellows seems to think
that as a whole, we are not
informed but merely parroting
something someone else has told
us. Shame on you, Fellows, for
making those of your party look as
arrogant in their assumptions as
some people seem to think they are.
Orono is a much more open-minded place than you seem to think..
Here are a very few people who are
as narrow-minded as you to hold
someone's political affiliation
See LETTERS on page 9
Asst. Photo Editor Sarah Bigney
Network Mgr. Jamie Cot

Asst. News Editor Ernie Sdieyder
Web Editor Chns Batter

Editor in Chief Marshall Duty 581.117 I
ekOmainettantplui.coni

Style Editor Matt Kearney 581.3061
Ntlitelipmainecuupus.com

Business Mgt AM Nguyen 581.1271
busine,NOrnaineciunpos corn

Sports Editor Malt Conyers - 581.1268
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Advertising Mtn'. Aaron Skdilng 581.1276
ails011141neiarninas.agn
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Copy Editors Aaron Barnes,John Evans
Advertising Sales Josh Thorndike
Production Asst. Katie Moreau, Aaron Skill*

The air will soon be a little
cleaner in California thanks to
Governor Schwarzeneggar. It
seems as though, this week, he
decided that giving prisoners the
luxury of smoking isn't something he jives with. Maybe it isn't
so much out of care and concern
for the well being of the 160,000
inmates in his state.
Perhaps it is the $280 million
the government has to shell out in
health care costs each year for
inmates. Whatever made him sign
the bill was a good thing. All I
can say is go,T-2.
It's about time politicians
looked into new ways of saving
the government some money.
And, how appropriate, that at
the same time, prisoners stuffed
in overcrowded jails will actually be punished. Why should
they have the luxury of smoking on the quad five times a
day?
They are criminals. They need
to get exactly what is coming to
them. I'm a believer in the fact
that all choices have consequences and you have to pay for
your mistakes.
It's time the sex offenders and
murderers enjoy their twenty-five
to life. Let's give them the chance
to sit in their corner and think
about what they've done. Cutting
smoking out of their day will save
give them at least another hour to
do so.
Banning smoking in prisons
will ensure that the transition to
life behind bars might be a little
rougher, but, with less hacking
and phlegm.
I'm all about letting people
make their own decisions. Far be
it from me to tell someone they
shouldn't be allowed to smoke,
unless my tax dollars are paying
for them to do so. That is unacceptable.
See SMOKES on page 9
Editorials are the opinions of and written
by the editorial board, whose members
are Marshall Duty, Tracy Collins, Pattie
Barry, Rick Redmond. Ernie Scheycler.
Matt Kearney. Mike Max:hick, Melissa
Armes and Matt Conyers.
The Maine Canynis,a nonprofit
student publication, is printed at Courier
Publications in Rockland. Our offices are
located in Memorial t Inion at the
University of Maine.Telephone numbers:
Business(subscriptions-accounts):
581.1272: Advertising: 581.1276; Fax:
581.1274; Email:
info@mainecampus.corn. All content
herein 2004 The Maine Canopus,unless
otherwise noted. All rights reserved.
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appealing necessity. They will say
it makes your vote and gives the
singie voter a sense of empowerment. However. I respond to that,
From Page 8
"What about the victor?"
Centennial State would be messier Shouldn't the victor earn what he
than the University of Vermont has truly won? More importantly,
dividing the states would diminafter a Phish concert.
Amendment 36 would not only ish the state's clout in elections. It
afflict its damage on Colorado, it ▪ would also mean that opposing
would most likely inspire party states would attract more attenofficials in several other states, as tion because they have more
well. The GOP would follow the importance, in theory, because
Democrats in Denver and gun for they have more votes. Colorado
traditionally big Democratic would struggle to compete for
states, like California, hoping to interest and attention from politispice things up a bit. That's not cians.
However,I do find it interestall, there is word that those always
perceptive Democrats are trying in1.5 that this initiative was
to change the system in heavily brought upon by Democrats in a
tale that has been carried by
Republican states like Texas.
It's as if Colorado had looked Republicans for the past 12
at their current system and years. Only once in the past nine
screamed "Jenga," pulling the sys- presidential contests has a
tem apart to be different. All but Democrat carried Colorado, that
two states have a winner-take-all being Bill Clinton in 1992.
Congratulations Personally,I find this initiative to
system.
Colorado, you re the one state that be a drastic ploy by Democrats to
• couldn't decide to step out of the grasp at an election that is quickly slipping through their finger
•
electoral closet or not.
tips. I have a strange feeling that
initiative
an
that
say
It's not to
like this is a first of any kind. Two Al Gore and his thugs are metothers states have seen the elec- tling in some dark alley in the
toral system fiddled with in the Mile High city. But that's just a
Maine in 1969 and little GOP nightmare of mine.
past:
Matt Conyers is sophmore
Nebraska in 1992. And there will
be those who say the change is journalism major.
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Schwing state
The Bush twins prove politics can be sexy

To most people, politics have
Both
become too ugly.
Democrats and Republicans
blame the other side for societies
woes, with neither willing to
conceed in the interest of common moral ground, and a fair
election process. Indeed, the
mudslinging on both sides could
be considered downright ugly,
especially during a presidential
election.
Fortunately, there is hope for
both sides in this not-so-pretty
presidential race. Both President
Bush and his opponent Sen. John
Kerry have a secret weapon
working in their favor: incredible genetics. Each candiate has
fathered hot offspring who are
working the campaign trail in an
effort to get young voters to the
poll.
Yesterday, Jenna and Barbara
Bush, the infamous twin daughters of the president, came to
UMaine. The dynamic duo came
to speak on their father's behalf
in the Wooley Room in DTAV.
It's true,I saw them with my own
two eyes — it was glorious.
Jenna, the sultry blonde,
spoke first. Her sexy, southern
tomorrow will come to appreciate
drawl reverberated throughout
a good cigar,just like California's
room as she triuphantly toutthe
Perhaps
infamous Governor.
after their twenty-five are up, ed her father's efforts and shared
From Page 8
they can join Ahnold in his smok- family anecdotes. I tried, to no
Luckily, that's all about to ing tent outside the state office. avail, to get the image of her
change. I know if I were a All in all, we'll be bringing politiCalifornian, I would be breathing cians and criminals closer together.
a sigh of relief today.
Bethany Bubar is a sophmore
Maybe now, the inmates of
today and future citiuns of journalism major.

SMOKERS

MIKE
MELOCHICK

OPINION

EDITOR

infamous "Inagural Ball slip" out
of my mind; it didn't work.
Then. Barbara took the stage
Her
stealing the spotlight.
brunette tresses swayed as she
spoke about her mother's efforts
as first lady. The two stayed to
meet and greet with some of the
140 people in attendance. They
graciously smiled for pictures,
hugs and well-wishes.
Being one of the people who
• actually got to shake both the
twin's hands, I can tell you it was
a phenomenal experience. It's not
every day you get to touch the
hands of the daughters of the
highest office in the land. Not to
mention the fact they are both
gorgeous,although I am partial to
Barbara, the young brunette. I
even got a picture taken with her.
If Kerry was smart, he'd send
his own attractive flesh and
blood here to drum up some support for his campaign, especially
here in Maine,one of two pivotal
swing-states —the other is
Nebraska, that could make or

break the election. It's sad but
true, sex sells, even in politics.
His daughters aren't exactly
strangers to the term eye candy,
and that could be a key aspect of
the campaign which could go
overlooked.
Kerry's already sent his step
son, Chris Heinz, on Tuesda
And I've heard a couple or
ladies saying he wasn't hard on
the eyes. So. John, if you'ri:
reading this, and I'm sure with
your hectic presidential campaign you are reading college
newspapers, please send your
daughters in the interest of pattisan politics — yes, partisan
politics and nothing.else.
President Bush, I applaud
your efforts in sending not
only yourself, your wife and
finally your hot daughters to
our great state. As for who I
am voting for. I won't say. But
John, if you're reading, and I
know you are, it couldn't hurt
to up the ante, and send a little
lovin' this way in the form of
your two daughters. And
UMaine students, please vote,
because either way, we've got
four years of hot daughters to
watch.
Mike Melochick is a senior
journalism major who is not
washing his right hand until
Nov. 2.

Keep your chins up

Obesity issue out of control, due to lack of self-control

than reading any of the other
strips once. It's simply the truth.
I also think you need to tell
It's official. The human race
the other people sending you
From Page 8
been deemed so self destruchas
cretheir strips to become more
we can't even be trusted with
tive
there
against them. Try looking a little ative and funny because
candy bar.
king-sized
a
pubfor
excuse
an
closer and having a little more faith really isn't
division of
British
The
isn't
that
strip
comic
a
lishing
in your fellow students before you
peowonderful
the
Masterfoods,
checked,
I
time
last
The
funny.
start accusing people of being
of
nuggets
little
us
bring
ple
who
"comic"
word
the
dictionary,
the
it's
Democrat or liberal just because
it had something to do with joy like M&Ms and Starburst, has
cool.
looked around at the supposed
humor.
Melanie Tapley
of obesity," which they
"epidemic
to
"Kip"
to
unfair
really
It's
Junior history major
place it adjacent to such have been accused of contributing
garbage. I also think people over to, and have come up with a solu."Kip" rocks, all else sucks
After reading the The Maine the months and years are starting tion.
How do they propose to put an
Campus comic section for the to skip over the whole page altoto the gradual fattening of
end
isn't
it
really
because
gether
past weeks I have come to a connation? By cutting their
their
be
must
"Kip"
funny.
Therefore,
strips
comic
clusion: all the
suck,except for "Kip." Although given justice with an entire page king-sized Snickers bars in half.
"Kip" lacks the artistic flavor spread. That's right, an entire That's right, instead of one big
that many of the other strips page with only "Kip" on it. I bar, the package will now contain
obtain, it is still, without a think you'd greatly increase two smaller ones. This stroke of
to encourage
doubt, 680 times better than the your readership if people knew genius, intended
to share
consisover-eaters
compulsive
something
find
they'd
other strips.
for
is
a
The
to us by
brought
of
change,
issue
each
in
funny
I think instead of publishing tently
the
the
same
that
used
full-page
company
A
Campus.
Maine
the other strips, you should simyou"
for
slogan
"two
for
none
me,
effecmost
the
be
would
spread
ply repeat the same "Kip" comic
for another one of their products,
strip six times. By the time the tive way to do this.
the Twix bar. It seems safe to say
Hogan
John
strip
sixth
the
read
reader has
that the company's track record is
"Kip" Fan Extrodinaire
they would have laughed more
looking a little on the sketchy side
at this point.
Even after setting aside the
blatant hypocrisy here, there is
still another underlying issue.
Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
Masterfoods is taking its place of

LETTERS

JASON W.
CLARK
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
honor among a growing number
of companies that have decided to
treat us more like a herd of hyperactive two-year-olds that like to
shove sharp objects in our mouths
than the discerning consumers we
are.
Take McDonald's for example.
The company got a couple of
ridiculous lawsuits from a bunch
of idiots who somehow seemed
surprised when they gained
weight after constantly eating
fast-food. Next thing anyone
knew, McDonald's had abolished
the supersize option. Now this
might just be me, but since we are
the ones spending our money,
shouldn't it be the consumers
decision whether or not we can
handle that much food? The more
I think about it, the more I realize
that any place run by a guy named
Mayor McCheese is just about the
last place I want looking out for
my nutritional health.

I'd like to think we're all big
boys and girls and that we all
know on some level that candybars and hamburgers will eventually turn you a little gooey
around the edges if you eat them
all the time. Masterfoods can cut
all the Snickers bars in half if
they really feel the need and
McDonald's can give out all the
adult happy meals they want —
it won't change that fact. When it
comes down to it, you could mix
thumbtacks and pepper spray
into every vat of "secret sauce"
on the planet and compulsive
over-eaters would still chow
down regardless.
If things keep going the way
they are, we'll be walking into
fast-food places and convenience stores and seeing two
things. Reduced-fat rice cakes,
and bottled water. After all, supplying the traditional rice cakes
might present too much of an
opportunity for abuse. Until that
sad day comes, and it's not looking too far off, you'll find me
wolfing down all the Big Macs
and Snickers bars I can find, and
eagerly awaiting the Ronald
McDonald exercise video. •
Jason W. Clark is a soph-
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• Pearl Jam
•Irish pubs
• Ralph Macchio

• Poorly-wrapped
Winslows4
• VFI-1's Surreac Life
• Kirk Cameron

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.

Inside
Game review • Is
"NASCAR" worth the
wait? Page 13

The Used
return. How
good is new
CD? Page 12.

MUSIC
Monothief
8 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 30
Memorial Union
Free

Despite renovations, Bear Brew retains its identity

Gala - Three Mo' Tenors
7:00 p.m.
Saurday, Oct. 2
Maine Center for the Arts
Howie Day and Nickel
Creek
7:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 15
State Theatre, Portland

$25
ART
"The Faculty Collects"
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Through Sunday, Oct. 10
Carnagie Hall
Free
"John Walker: A Winter
in Maine"
Through Saturday, Jan. 8
Norumbega Hall
Free
"Glimpse Into a Lost
World"
Through Monday, Dec. 20
Hudson Museum
Free

MOVIES
CAMPUS PHOTOS BY MEGAN MARSANSKIS

"Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 1
DPC 100
Free
Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 16
DPC 100
Free

THEATRE
"Dracula"
Through Sunday, Oct. 3
Penobscot Theatre
"The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer: The Musical"
6 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 8
Maine Center for the Arts

COMEDY
The Maine Attraction:
Tiny Glover
9 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 1
Memorial Union
Free

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send the time,
day, date, place and fee information to Matt Kearney on
FirstClass.

KEEPIN f IT

REAL
By Rachel Krautkremer
Staff Writer
ust when Orono's night life
seems doomed to remain static,
along comes something new and,
in this case, improved.
The Bear Brew Pub, a familiar fixture
of the University scene, is going through
an overhaul to expand its services. Over
600 people flocked to the restaurant on
Sept. 16 to experience the opening of a
new pool lounge and partake in the
drink specials that accompanied it. The
event marked the first in a series of
changes that owner and Bangor native
Matt Haskell hopes will give the area
more variety.
"I'm trying to bring a little bit of the
big city up here. I don't really think
that Maine has anything in the state
that's like what I'm about to create,"
Haskell said.
What he hopes to create is a
European-style lounge that will coexist
with the pub's relaxed atmosphere. In
keeping with these plans, the first floor
will remain a place for casual dining and
drinks while the second floor will be
expanded to incorporate a dance area
overlooked by lounge seating, and will
also include much-needed bathrooms.
The third floor, with its pool tables and
TV, will provide patrons with a more
sports-oriented element.
At 26-years old and recently out of
college himself, Haskell understands
that students need a range of night life

J

activities to stay satisfied.
"College kids don't always want to sit
in a quiet brew pub. They want to dance
and listen to live music," he said.
Haskell plans to host guest DJs and
hip-hop artists from larger cities, but
emphasizes that the second floor will be
more than a dance club. It will also be
used to host comedians,jazz dinners,
open microphone nights and trivia nights
where teams can compete for money.
Patrons will be able to reserve booths in
the dance lounge for special occasions.
Haskell said he thinks this diversity
will set the Bear Brew apart from other
businesses in the area. Also, there will
not be a cover charge at the door, only at
the dance lounge entrance.
"I'm not going to rob people blind for
a door charge. I'm going to run the same
old specials. Thursday night's going to
be the same cheap drinks," he said.
Haskell has recently painted the
building's exterior and hopes to finalize
all renovations by mid-December. If his
plans are not ready before winter break ,
See BREW on Page 13

Monica
Gallent
(above, left)
and Wayne
King enjoy
two-for-one
pizzas at
the newly
remodeled
Bear Brew
Pub.
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The realities of glamour magazines
ashion magazines are
the reality TV of the
world.
publishing
They're vapid, superficial, and contribute very little to
social betterment.
That said, I can't seem to
stop reading them.
Armed with a box of Oreos,I
love to curl up in my sweatpants
and read about how to be glamorous. After all, what harm can
a little mindless entertainment
do? The reasons to avoid fashion magazines had never been
persuasive enough to keep me
from turning those pretty little
pages. That is, until last week.
The travel editor of the
Associated Press spoke with my
Media and Ethics class last
Tuesday, bringing with her a

F

Fashion
Girl!

By Rachel Krautkremer
piece of information that made
my jaw drop. It seems that the
editors of some fashion magazines were accepting free cosmetic surgery in exchange for a
positive write up. This is horrifying.
Now I know that some of you
won't think it's a big deal. You
think that this is just the kind of
world we live in and it makes

UM physics professor
gets Maxim exposure
By John Evans
Copy editor

no sense getting worked up over
a little quid pro quo. Besides,
what else do people expect from
an industry built on cocaine and
eternal youth? It's not surprising.
When I heard it, though, I
felt like someone had just
kicked a puppy.
No matter how skeptical our
society is of the media, we still
place a certain degree of trust in
them. We need to be assured
from time to time that our trust is
well founded. Even though most
of us realize that everything
from news to entertainment is
biased, we hope that those who
control information at least have
good intentions. Then, something like this comes along and
you lose faith altogether.

the sad truth

What I wonder is: How do
the magazine editors justify this
to themselves? Do they really
think that cosmetic surgery is a
wonderful thing and that by presenting it to the public they
become these amazing benefactors? Well if that's what they
think, it's crap, and here's why:
Eternal youth does not make
sense. People were meant to
age, and aging is a glorious
thing. It shows the world that
you've persevered through
years of joys and pains and are
wiser because of it. Wisdom is
beautiful. Truth is beautiful.
Cosmetic surgery is not truth.
Many people today think that
such an attitude may have
worked for the ancient Greeks,
but that it just can't hold in our

Well, the
current culture.
Greeks weren't wrong; we're
wrong. It's not too late to
change, though. Instead of
belittling ourselves over imagined physical imperfections, we
can refuse to play into a cycle
where money buys beauty.
Oh, and while we're at it,
let's all stop saying we're fat.
We're not fat, and it's annoying
to hear.
So read fashion magazines if
you're bored, but keep in mind
that the people publishing them
just want your money, and in
this case a nose job. Why not
do something better with your
time? Read something with
substance, something with creativity, something like Harry
Potter.
Hailing from
Seattle,
Wash., Pearl
Jam played
at the Fleet
Center in
Boston,
Mass.,
Tuesday
night to a
crowd of
more than
17,000
people —
kicking off
The Vote For
Change tour.

Personal
accounts
of a Jam

Maxim Magazine, known for
its beautiful, scantily clad
Editor's note: Maine Campus
women and sharp wit, took a
members Marshall Dury and
staff
stab at time travel in their latest
Collins •visited Boston,
Tracy
issue with the help of UMaine's
this past Tuesday evening
Mass.,
own Dr. David Batuski, profesto witness Pearl Jam in concert.
sor and chair of the department
Thefollowing express their opinof physics and astronomy.
on the show.
ions
In the upcoming movie "A
Sound of Thunder," based on a
Marshall Dury: Pearl Jam
short story by Ray Bradbury, a
took to Boston on Tuesday, Sept.
group of time travelers journey
28,and let me tell you — it was a
For example, an electo the past and happen to kill a
sight to be seen.
down
or
up
either
spins
tron
seembutterfly. However, this
Tracy Collins: Especially if
ingly insignificant event has after observation, says Batuski, you made it for Eddie Vedder's
dire consequences as the group but before observation, it spins preset. I,of course, was stuck in a
returns to present day New both ways. According to the
horde of people trying to buy a TYork City, to find "Time "many worlds theory," after
shirt from a man who couldn't
Waves" altering the present. being observed as either spinquite understand that I wanted a
Would this really happen if we ning up or down, a new place is
men's medium, not a women's
traveled to the past? Would one created in which the electron is
medium, but even from outside
small change in the past drasti- spinning the opposite direction.
seating area, Cat Stevens'
the
of
lot
a
were
cally affect the present? Is Assuring me there
Be Shy" had me squirm"Don't
electrons out there, and a lot of
time travel even possible?
the get go. As is usually
from
ing
"Plenty of scientists have other aspects of our world that
case
with Eddie's choice of
the
speculated that it is, perhaps by possessed more than two possithe choice of
expression,
artistic
exceeding the speed of light or bilities, Batuski showed me
was more
tune
Stevens
Cat
the
entering a wormhole," said how infinite this lattice work of
the foland
melody,
for
just
than
Batuski in Maxim. "Chaos the- worlds would be.
Got
"You've
Beatles'
the
low-up,
An old Halloween episode
ory tells us that some small
had
Away,"
Love
Your
Hide
to
events can have outsize conse- of "The Simpsons," put Homer
outside
from
rushing
crowds
the
quences, so, yes, a certain but- right in the middle of the
the stage area to catch the first
terfly could have a big impact. "many worlds theory." He tries
glimpse of Eddie on what was to
But most events would be so to fix a toaster, ends up making
be a rocking opener leading up to
diluted by others that they'd be a time machine which he uses,
Vote for Change tour.
the
changing eternity. Telling Dr.
imperceptible."
MD:
After partaking in the
this
experience
about
an
Batuski
Maxim magazine, with
emo-rock that is
atmospheric,
audience of over ten million, is with physics and time travel
Cutie, everyone in
for
Cab
Death
known by college kids all over earned a quick smile and laugh.
was loud with
Center
Fleet
the
the country. Of course, when With a shrug, Batuski said that
the lights
When
anticipation.
we discovered a member of the is theoretically what happens,
erupted
the
darkness
dimmed,
.
exaggerated.
little
a
UMaine community was quoted just
as
Pearl
and
whistles,
with
cheers
Maxim writer Alfred Schulz
in one of the latest issues, we
the
set
with
their
opened
Jam
jumped at the opportunity to said he and other staff memof
soliloquy
dream-like
barrage the man with questions. bers at the magainze found Dr.
ally
Characteristic
"Release."
on
e
With steady, intelligent eyes Batuski very knowledgabl
calm at the beginning, Pearl Jam
and a quick smile, Dr. Batuski the topic of time travel, and
up — true to form —
followed
answered all of our questions, found our good Doctor gave
punchy and abrasive
the
with
assuring us that taking a part in answers that were much more
"Hail, Hail" and one
"Last
Exit,"
such a popular magazine was "a down-to-earth and readerfavorites "Save
my
personal
of
friendly than other universithrill for sure."
rolling on the
was
ball
You."
The
Time travel is an area of ties, such as Columbia.
rocking.
"He helped me out quite a
study, and there are a few theoTC: And rock they did. Hard.
ries that most agree are most bit," said Alfred Schulz. "He
hard that the entire first set
So
probable. "Every little event, was much more cool, and gave
arms in the air and feet
kept
even subatomic, causes the far superior answers."
the concrete as the
pounding
Regrettably, Dr. Batuski
world to split," says Batuski.
through "Do The
wailed
band
This world split is called the says he did not get the chance
and
"Dissident" to an
Evolution"
"Many Worlds Theory." Every to meet any of the Maxim mod"The American
cover,
Avengers
is
"it
decision or possibility, even on els. "Although," he said,
that even veterhard
So
Me."
in
the subatomic level, creates a a pretty sexy magazine."
ans to the show were surprised at
new universe.

COURTESY PHOTO BY PEARLJAM.COM

how drained the first set had left of partisan politics, as Pearl Jam
them. But how could you not be is known for supporting the prosweating after "Given to Fly" and gressive cause.
IC: We absorbed the political
jumping in tempo to the best version of "Evenflow" I've heard tone respectfully and the men on
yet. After Mike's guitar solo, stage rewarded us with one we all
which even I, an amateur guitar- knew all the words to: "Small
listener at best, could appreciate, Town." Eddie belted it out and
you couldn't help but justify why we did, too. Back and forth, the
rockers have elevated to a status band rocked like it was playing
close to royalty in America. for a small crowd of friends and
These six musicians warranted it, the thousands in the audience
and by the end of "Evenflow," sang like we all had mics and the
they had us right where they gift. It was Boston; outside, we
ignored each other passing on the
wanted us.
MD: From the indulgence of street as rain poured down on us
the guitar playing in "Evenflow," and we may have afforded
Pearl Jam introduced the B-side strangers eye contact and a polite
"Down," noting the historian and smile at the pub while we were
Boston activist that the song was counting the minutes to the concentered around — Howard Zinn. cert, but we knew everything
Before launching into the upbeat, would be different under the
high-powered song, Zinn came FleetCenter roof. "I just want to
out and imparted some words of scream, hello," and we did it as
wisdom to the crowd: "Hi. Stop loud as we could for the six on
the war!" What followed next the stage. As usual, Pearl Jam
was one of the band's most well- gave the gratitude right back to
known earlier hits, "Jeremy." us. Because it is an equal opporOverplayed on radios across the tunity band, Eddie explained,
country, this single took on new they played one for the back:
meaning live. The singing was "Last Kiss." A few of us moaned
perfect — with Eddie's wails — inside at this one, which was one
and the guitar playing was noth- for the radio if nothing else, but
the guys reminded us why we
ing short of awe inspiring.
After a short encore break, love them so with a chilling renPearl Jam came back to start their dition of "Crazy Mary." It's no
acoustic set, beginning with surprise that the music sounded
bassist Jeff Ament's "Low fiercer live, amplified by the
Light." The slow pace and ener- intense motions of the men on
gy-filled song set the stage for the stage, but even the lyrics seemed
acoustic set. Quickly following to mean more in Boston than they
was Bob Dylan's "Masters of do coming out of the stereo in a
War," certainly the most politi- dorm room:"That which you fear
cally charged song of the evening the most could meet you
—as Pearl Jam bit their thumb at halfway."
MD: After another short
the industrial complex that has
the band waded into a
encore,
Iraq.
in
created the war raging
Political statements aside, the chilling and emotional version of
song was the only lyrical mention
See JAM on Page 12
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Unplugged in the Union

MUSIC NEWS
By Aerin Raymond
Staff Writer
Producer Phil Spector, who
invented the "Wall Of Sound"
approach to recording in the sixties and worked the likes of Ike
and Tina Turner and The
Ronettes. has been indicted on a
murder charge in L.A. and will
stand trial in December.
He has allegedly murdered
actress Lana Clarkson. though he
maintains that she killed herself,
according to the BBC.
Spector is free on a $1 million
bail following the Sept. 27 hearing. If convicted, Spector faces
life in prison.

Blues" and "A Boy Named Sue'
will all be featured in the play,
and is set to be previewed by producer Bill Meade and Phoenix
Prods in select cities next
autumn.

Legend Bob Dylan has recently shocked many of his fans with
excerpts published from his
memoirs.
He explains that he felt nothing in common with a generation
that ordained him their voice,
--eports NME.com.
"Roadmaps to our homestead
must have been posted in all 50
states for gangs of dropouts and
druegies: Dylan said.
"I wanted to set fire to these
Michael Jackson and Justin people." he said of the fans who,
Timberlake are among the names would group outside his .family
that have been invited to perform home, climb onto his roof, and
at a tribute concert for the late break in. The family was forced
Maurice Gibb of the Bee Gees. to move to New York to escape.
Set for release on Oct. 12,
Gibb died from a heart attack folwrote the "Chronicles:
Dylan
last
surgery
lowing intestinal
Volume 1," over three years on a
January.
The tribute, organized by manual typewriter.
Gibb's twin brother Robin, will
Thom Yorke of Radiohead led
be held in the United States
the protests at a Campaign for
sometime next year.
Star of "Saturday Night Nuclear Disarmament rally in
Fever" John Travolta has been Yorkshire, England this weekasked to host the event. It will end. He claimed that Tony
raise money for the Gibb Family Blair's support for George W.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MEGAN MARSANKIS
which helps charities Bush had been giving him
Foundation,
•
Alex Rosenblatt played guitar and piano Tuesday night as part of the Java Jive
such as the Diabetes Research "sleepless nights."
Series, at the Union in a style similiar to Jason Mraz.
The protest centers around
Institute and the National Drug
Tony Blair's support for the
Abuse Council.
ing with the listener lead singer
Robin Gibb is also in the "Star Wars" missile defense sysAmerican Idiot
as
distaste
political
Joe's
Billie
Day
Green
process of putting together a trib- tem which George Bush is set to
he belts "Don't wanna be an
Warner Brothers
ute album for Maurice, slated to launch this autumn.The planned
American idiot, Don't want a
feature artist such as Alicia Keys multi-billion dollar system is
Released last week, Green nation under the new media.
and the Black Eyed Peas per- intended to shoot ballistic misof
sound
the
hear
you
can
And
siles out of the air before they
Bee Gees' classics.
forming
Day's latest album "American
subliminal
The
reach their target, therefore proIdiot" is exactly what the nostal- hysteria?
In late 2006,Johnny Cash will tecting the West from potential
gic fans of the band have been mindf**k America."
The album has a mixture of
be idolized in a Broadway musi- attack. CND and its supporters
looking for. If
many sounds, from the fast
cal. The late legend's life will be claim that missile defense is an
you've missed
and
Jimmi"
"St.
tracks
punk
the focus of the musical "Ring Of offensive rather than defensive
Day,
Green
ballads
"Letterbomb" and
Fire," directed by Richard system and will only serve to
you will be k*7er
"Give Me Novacaine" and
heighten global insecurity.
Maltby Jr.
happy to know
"Wake Me Up When September
The Star Wars protest marks
The show, which will feature
they're back ***
drums,guitar riffs and
lita
has
Idiot
American
Ends,"
Yorke's second public
Thom
experilife
and
love
faith,
Cash's
with a brand
the usual pissed off — but
tle something for everyone.
in as many weeks.
songs
appearance
49
over
feature
will
ences,
new, driving
singing happily about it —
Green Day even busts out a
he had joined
prior
week
The
wife,
June
late
his
and
he
both
by
sound and hard
sound. Being nine minutes,
Middle-Eastern drum sample
a secret fan
at
stage
on
R.E.M.
Cash.
Carter
hitting lyrics.
songs
those
of
however, it's one
"Extraordinary
track
the
for
St. James
London
at
show_
club
The title tracks, "I've Been
Following
that has many different parts to
variety.
nice
a
adds
which
Girl,"
Church.
Prison
"Folsom
Everywhere,"
political
the
it, like "Scenes from an Italian
Not often seen on a punk
movement that
Restaurant" by Billy Joel.
rock album, Green Day's track
the likes of the
Since it's release, "American
tening fan that the proceeds from
list for "American Idiot"
Rock Against
topped chart after
has
Idiot"
the two Boston shows (including
includes two songs that pass the
Bush Tour and
chart and it hasn't stopped yet. I
Wednesday's) would go to benepowerhouse A Perfect Circle nine minute mark. The album's don't think it's going to.
11
Page
the defense cases of the West
From
fit
of
one
be
to
have
would
have been working with on their best
Memphis Three. Giving a brief
showboatBoat
Captain,"
"Love
tracks,
te
nine-minu
those
latest albums, the first single off
—Aerin Raymond
ing every members dynamic in the history of the details surrounding
the album is the title track, shar- "Homecoming." It has great
band — even Boom Gaspers. A the wrongful incarceration of the
longtime staple for Pearl Jam con- three men, Eddie invited the rest
certs made an appearance as Eddie of the band back onto the stage.
sky, all this I'm giving up,"
In Love and Death
employed the fans in the arena to They ended their last encore
from the track "Light with a
The Used
help him sing the entire first verse with the ripping riffs and scorchSharpened Edge," typify the
Reprise Records
and chorus of "Betterman." The ing solos of "Alive," one of their
album's dejected yet hopeful
last two songs of this encore ended better-known, early singles.
What is most commonly looked
The second release from the theme. Other standout tracks
on a note that can only be underOrem, Utah based band, The include "Take it Away" in
stood after experiencing the con- at as a single experience of going to
Used, "In Love and Death," which they recruited Danny
cert. A cover of The Dead a concert can frequently turn into
sees the band rise to a new Lohner of Nine Inch Nails to
Kennedy's "Bleed For Me" helped an evening to never forget. The
help with programming, and
...‘„
plateau of song-;,4,„
show Pearl Jam's wide range of music, impassioned singing and
the bouncy "Lunacy Fringe,"
Pig
writing. While:,
talent — adding a metal feeling to charged energy of every band
which sounds more like The
still maintaining
a common viewed "classic rock member and fan in the Fleet Center
-0
Partridge Family having a bad
patented r`**
the
band." The encore ended with made the first of the two shows
day than a Bert McCrackensound that made „A.,
off of their sophomore something few will forget.
"Blood,"
along with the webpenned track.
their first album'
With that the lights
"Vs."
release
Fans of the groups harder site, which is stunning. It brings dimmed,but not for long.
so popular, they/
Marshall Dury is the editor in
edge will not be disappointed, a new outlook that only
have managed to
of The Maine Campus.
chief
Soon Eddie was back on stage
with the inclusion of the brutal enhances the music.
raise the bar
Collins is the production
Tracy
house
Center
Fleet
the
Although there are no real with
track "Sound Effects and
with a compleximanager.
lisevery
informed
on.
He
lights
Overdramatics," among others. surprises, "In Love and Death"
ty that sets them
Outside of the music itself, does not disappoint and continapart.
credit should be given to the ues to build on the solid musical
Lines such as
album's artistic direction as history that will continue to
"And I know in..-.well. Alex Pardee of Eye Suck keep The Used at the forefront.
my heart we allki
Ink was brought in to design
die, like the dayb"
—Jesse Davis
and the night, like the sun in the visual aspects of the album
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"Cup" new king
of NASCAR game
By Matt Desmond
Staff Writer
When you think of NASCAR,
the first image that pops into
your mind is 43 cars making left
turns at high speeds for a couple
hours on a Sunday afternoon.
Sports'
EA
Thankfully
"NASCAR 2005: Chase for the
Cup" isn't only that. For the first
time since "NASCAR Racing 4"
there is a game that can appeal to
everyone.
"NASCAR 2005" has several
different modes of play: fight for
the top, season, single race, multiplayer and chase for the cup.
The middle three are pretty
straightforward, but fight for the
top and chase for the cup adds an
interesting twist to the game. In
fight for the top, you start out on
the streets of New York and work
your way up to the NASCAR
Nextel Cup Series after successful performances at NASCAR
Featherlight Modifief Series,
NASCAR Craftsmen Truck
Series, and others.
Watching racing itself is pretty monotonous: speed, brake,
left turn, speed, brake, left turn.
Thankfully, EA Sports has taken
the monotony out of the game by
updating the alliances and rivalries feature from last year's version. With this feature, players

will have to make a decision on
how they race. Will they be the
good guy and share the draft
with their fellow drivers or will
they stop at nothing to win,even
if it means knocking their opponents right out of the race? The
other drivers will remember how
you race and on that you can
build friendships or bitter rivalries.
Those drivers that become
your allies with will share their
draft with you and will be more
likely to let you pass them with
ease. Those drivers that become
your rivals with will stop at nothing to keep you out of the race,
whether it means throwing a
block on you when you come up
behind them or intentionally
ramming into you as you pass.
The more you share your
draft with other drivers, the
more hero points you get, while
the more you use intimidating
tactics the more villain points
you get. This might not seem
important, however, depending
on what level of hero or villain
you are, the faster you can activate the share draft or the intimidate feature.
The controls are also
straightforward, but the handling varies from series to
series. If you get tapped by an
opponent in the Featherlight

BREW
From Page 10
he will wait until the
University is back in session
to hold a grand opening,
where patrons can expect promotions like ten-cent shots,
according to Haskell.
"It's sort of my way to give
back to the customers. They
make me lots of money, so I
can in turn give back," he
said.
Helping with the restaurant is Haskell's lifelong

friend, Phil Savage, who
spent the last six years running a club in Boston.
Savage returned to Bangor to
be nearer to family, and is
impressed with the way
Haskell has diversified the
Bear Brew crowd. He understands that broad appeal on
of the aspects that makes the
Bear Brew distinctive.
"One of the big things I
think that Matt and myself
can't stress enough is how we
don't want to change any of
the good things we have going
on here, we just want to
expand," Savage said.

COURTESY PHOTO BY EA GAMES

Two drivers jostle for position in "NASCAR 2005: Chase for the Cup," as they lead the pack
in a full-field race. Special features set this game apart from other similiar games.
series, you're more likely to
spin out than in the Nextel Cup
series. The graphics are pretty
nice, but not much of an overhaul from last year's version.
The sound is, well, the noises
you would expect to hear at a
NASCAR event — pretty standard. While racing, you have the
option of listening to EA Sports
Trax from some of the hottest
new music groups or listen to
the headset chatter. There is no
commentary, except for pre-race
information.

The races themselves are
pretty straight forward, but the
further you progress the more
your actions effect off track
events. For example, if you
knock Ryan Newman into the
wall on the last lap of the race
and come in for the big win, he
might have some words for you
after the race. Sometimes it's as
simple as the two drivers yelling
at each other, other times it's as
violent as drivers administrating
beat downs. Rivalries can be
ended by either playing nice or

beating the driver in a road race
a la Cole Trickle and Rowdy
Burns in "Days Of Thounder."
In all, "NASCAR 2005" is a
very good game offering plenty
modes of play, although the
Xbox Live-play leaves little to be
desired. Only four cars can race
at once, which isn't very fun. It'd
be great to race against 42 other
players online and get online
leagues going, but hey, maybe
next year. If you're looking for a
racing game that has something
more to offer, give it a shot.

Want to write for the Style section?
Contact Matt Kearney on First ()lass.
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FREE 30-MINUTE MASSAGE!
For students enrolled in the
BRIDGE PREMIUM HEALTH CARE PLAN
Therapeutic massage available for students, staff and
faculty Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday by appointment
at Cutler Health Center.
Access RelayHealth or call 581-4179 today.
Come see Cyndy Ingalls or Michael Beale, State
Licensed, Nationally Certified massage therapists.
Therapeutic massage can help reduce stress and prevent
or help you recover from injury.

BE GOOD TO YOURSELF!

n. MAINE
THE UNIVERSITY OF

Soon to be accepting MaineCard orders!

866-7800

6 Mill Street, Orono

Accepting orders by
all major credit cards.

We deliver all day!($5 min., $1 charge)

Hours: Mon-Thurs: llam - lam, Fri-Sat:11am - 2am,Sun: Noon - Midnight
Student Auxiliary Services

Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Aries
March 21 to April 20
Money's coming in, possibly for
work already done. Its not the
result of gambling; that's a good
way to lose it all. It might be a
rebate or coupon for saving on
something you'd buy anyway.
Check the papers.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
You're gaining strength and
determination, and this is a positive thing. Convince a thoughtless person to consider feelings
more. Offer helpful examples.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
It'll be hard to find any time to
spend on your favorite amusements. You've got a stack of stuff
to do for somebody else, it
seems. Don't whine. Just make
arrangements for doing what you
want on Sunday.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
If you had to make a substitution
due to financial restraints,
nobody needs to know. Those
who do will just think you're
smart.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
Don t be dismayed if you run up
against a solid wall. This is why
you're studying to find a way
around, or over, or under. You
live for impenetrable objects.
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Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
A feeling of calm and certainty
should be overtaking you by now.
Don't relax your vigilance, however. There are still battles to be
won.
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Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Paying back a debt frees you
from a sense of obligation. Don't
let this new freedom go to your
head, though. Use it responsibly.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
The money you have stashed
away isn't quite enough to fulfill
all of your fantasies and somebody else's too. Everything is
best done in moderation.
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Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Work's required, and access to
distant allies is blocked. Don't
.rely on those who are far away to
come to your rescue. Call upon
the folks nearby.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Tempers cool, and it gets easier
to find a compromise that everyone can live with. Be thankful,
and move quickly to get the
whole thing down in writing.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Although your imagination is
wandering, home is where you
should be. Your vision is not
ready to launch yet. Heed a
loved one's criticism, too.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
This is a good day for studying,
and finances is a good subject.
Don't be afraid to be wealthy; you
do it very well. Figure out what
needs to be done, and then figure out how to do it.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Health resort
4 Uncommon
8 Makes a basket
14 Mongrel dog
15 Zounds!
16 Royal seat
17 PC key
18 Sea eagles
19 Most
unmannerly
20 Fall rapidly
22 Earring's place
23 One side of the
Urals
24 Fiesta hat
28 Ruin
29 No _ intended
30 Aden's country
31 Throat-soothing
candy
34 Exertion
35 Droop
38 Judeo-German
language
40 Also
41 Baghdad land
43 Arizona's
Desert
45 Use elbow
grease
47 Fall behind
48 Brief summation
52 One type of
parking
54 Ferocious
55 Enjoy a novel
56 Fertilizer
ingredient
57 Small domestic
fowl
60 Poet Van Duyn
61 Pointer
62 For each one
63 Retarding force,.
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It looks as though you were exposed
to some kind of wheat germ."
vmobal.111.1141411.10•

6 Declaim
vehemently
7 Sullivan and
McMahon
8 Sen.Thurmond
9 Twisting Checker
10 Commanded
11 Fish eggs
12 Printer's
measures
13 Fixed
21 Drudgery
22 Yearning
24 Garden clock

64 Actress Arden

25 Send forth

65 Nether regions
66 Mall event
67 Buttons of film

26 Las Vegas
competition
27 Suspicious of
29 Propelled a
bicycle
32 Vigor
33 Winter hrs. in
Philly
35 Speech
imperfection
36 Killer whale
37 Henry VIII's last
Catherine

DOWN
1 End of sea and
land?
2 Chinning
exercise
3 Conductor
Toscanini
4 Hire anew
5 Consent

5
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39 Legacy
42 Foursome
44 Forest ruminant
46 Whitener
49 Volcano opening
50 Lively
51 Chirped
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53 Hobbles
54 Conclusive
56 Mrs. Nick Charles
57 Rotten
58 Mimic
59 Small drink
60 Drs.
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defense has been outstanding;
especially our core defense with
Jamie Morin. Liz Mendell has
been outstanding."
Morin, the goalkeeper, leads

RED SOX CORNER CLIMB
From Page 20

By Andrew Knapp
For The Maine Campus

The past two seasons, the
Wildcats have finished second in
the conference and Maine has
finished third. On both occasions, however, Maine was able
Following a Monday night to the 2003 season is just one of to defeat their rival in the first
baseball game at Tropicana Field, the many moves general manager round of the America East
home of the Tampa Bay Devil Theo Epstein made to build a Championships.
Rays, the visiting clubhouse championship calibre team.
Sunday's game is a big one
could've been declared a disaster
But Lowe and fifth starter Tim for the Black Bears. Even though
area. It was as if a hurricane had Wakefield will still fill some UNH is trying to win just their
just ripped through a liquor store. important shoes in the pitching second game, the Black Bears
Champagne stuck to the walls staff. Both Lowe and Wakefield are preparing for a tough game.
"It's a very big game for us,"
while men in gray uniforms show- will provide some valuable
ered in the suds. But none of this bullpen help in October. We all said senior Tracy Rainone. "So
was the result of the wrath of God. saw Lowe pull a rabbit out of his it's hard for us not to be extra
You could tell because the people hat during the ninth inning of last excited, but any time we have a
involved were smiling from cheek year's ALDS game five against home game it's hard not to get
to cheek, smoking victory cigars Oakland. Wake's valuable pitch- pumped up. Hopefully we'll
while busting moves to some blar- ing out of the bullpen is undeni- come out in the first half and
ing Black Eyed Peas. No,it wasn't able, nonetheless. He can easily score a goal right away and set
Hurricane Jeanne; it was the take over in long relief for a strug- the tone."
Boston Red Sox.
As her players will be quick
gling starter and with his fairly
For the second straight year, the effortless pitching delivery, he's to point out, Maine head coach
Sox clinched a playoff berth capable of doing it several days in Terry Kix knows what it will
Monday night with a 7-3 victory a row. Such a versatile reliever is take for her team to win its third
over the Rays. After playing just a weapon that Boston's opponents straight game.
"I think we need to build on
.500 ball and falling 10.5 games do not have.
back of the division-leading
The Yankees don't have that what we did in the past couple
Yankees in July, the Red Sox have same punch in their pitching staff. games," said Kix. "Our team
gone 39-15 since and have Out of the bullpen, New York can
amounted a 95-62 overall record. hold its own against the Sox.
With only one more win, this club However, they don't have the
will have its best record since same quality starters. Orlando
1978,the year Bucky Dent's home Hernandez should be tough. But
run in a one-game playoff with the for the other starters, consistency
Yankees kept the team out of the is lacking among them all. Javier From Page 20
postseason. If they manage to run Vazquez will be pitching in his on the year with losses coming
the table, they could post their best first postseason. Mike Mussina, against Seton Hall and Hofstra.
record since 1946 when they lost Jon Lieber and Kevin Brown are Both defeats were close matches
game seven of the World Series to aging veterans who are tiring from that with a few bounces could
St. Louis.
the long season. Brown's temper have given the Black Bear's an
This year, the Red Sox have and healing broken hand also com- undefeated record.
new things in mind for the pound the difficulties the Yankees
Maine's goaltending is at the
Yankees. New York will likely will have in the pitching depart- top of its class with Tanya Adorn°
claim their seventh straight AL ment.
leading the way. Adorno currently
East title, leaving the Sox with
And as for the Sox offense, the leads all competitors in non contheir second straight wild card. numbers speak for themselves. ference statistics, meaning she is
Thus far, this season doesn't seem Following the losses of Todd the best America East goalie when
too much different from last year. Walker to free agency and Nomar facing non conference opponents.
If the Oakland A's manage to win Garciaparra to trade deadlines and
One of the Black Bears'
the West, the match-ups through- female soccer players,the Red Sox biggest storylines this season,
out the AL postseason might be weren't expected to produce runs however, comes from a young
exactly the same as last year as like they did last year. But Boston frosh, Marie-Andree Canuel. She
well. So, who's to say this season again proved everyone wrong. As is leading the team and America
won't end any differently? Who's of Tuesday, they are again leading East opponents with nine goals in
to say the Red Sox manager won't the league with 921 runs scored nine games for a goal-a-game
leave the starter in too long? and a team batting average of .283 average that is almost unheard of
Who's to say another Aaron Boone and are fourth in home runs with in college soccer. Even more
won't step up to drill another dag- 217. Mark Bellhorn has been a astounding coming from a freshger into the heart of Red Sox worthy replacement for Walker at men in their first year playing colNation?
second base with only 11 errors in legiate soccer.
The 2004 Boston Red Sox —
"I knew Marie-Andree was
119 games compared to Walker's
that's who.
17 last year. Orlando Cabrera adds going to be an impact player," said
The simple fact is the Red Sox a dependable, shortstop to the Atherley,"but not as big an impact
..re built for the postseason better defense and has held his own on as she has been in the scoring col'.nan any other team in the league. offense as well with five homers. umn."
The starting rotation is tailored 27 RBIs and a .290 average since
Heather Hathorn, not to be out. or playoff baseball. Cy Young joining the Sox on Aug. 1. After done, is third in the scoring catehopeful Curt Schilling has been a being traded to Chicago in that gories among America East oppoworkhorse all season. He leads the blockbuster deal. Garciapan-a has- nents with six goals in nine
club with three complete games n't succeeded as much with the games. She continues to show her
and 226 innings pitched, 14 more Cubs as Cabrera has with the Sox. presence as Maine's top forward
than Pedro Martinez. With a Besides the unexpected contribu- and is second on the team in scormajor league-leading 21 wins, tors, the usual suspects, MVP can- ing.
Schilling should be a lock for the didates David Ortiz and Manny
There are two teams with a betfirst starting spot in the postseason Ramirez, became the first tandem ter record than the Black Bears,
rotation. Facing Schilling twice in in major league history to belt 40 though. Boston University has
any series is a scary proposition homers and 40 doubles in a sea- started the season with .7-1-1
for Red Sox opponents. Adding son.
standing overall and this weekPedro to'the.mix makes for ahor1918 is a date that makes Sox end's
SUNY
opponent
ror show. As for the third starter, fans sick. We want to forget about Binghamton is 6-1-1.
Bronson Arroyo has earned the it. We want to forget about the
"The history of the conference
position. To say the least, Derek curse. Forget about Babe Ruth. and my experience with playing
Lowe struggled this season and Forget about Bucky Dent. Forget the conference games show a
turned in some of his worst outings about Bill Buckner. Forget about tremendous amount of parity,
in the past few weeks. Lowe's Boone. We want to remember every game is going to be a batERA stands at a dismal 5.25, the something new. We want to tle," said Atherley.
worst of all Sox starters. Arroyo remember a World Series title in
The Black Bears first opponent
carries a 4.10 ERA and has struck 2004. With a new postseason and on the weekend is University of
out 141 batters this year compared a new team, Red Sox nation just Maryland Baltimore County.
to Lowe's 103. Claiming Arroyo might get what they want in one UMBC has started the season with
off waivers from Pittsburgh prior short month.

W.SOCCER

"All you really hear
about sometimes is
the people who
score, but our
defense has just been
Terry Kix
head coach,
field hockey

the conference in goals against
average with 1.09 per game. She
also leads the conference in
shutouts with four. Seniors
Rachel Hilgar and Rainone and
junior Meagan Connolly lead the
team in goals with five each.
They are tied for fifth in the con-

a 4-4-0 record in non-conference
games thus far. However, they
have faced a pair of teams Maine
has already seen this year. UMBC
lost to Rider 3-2 to start the season. Maine defeated Rider this
past weekend 2-0 in a well played
match. Both UMBC and Maine
defeated Marist this season as
well.
"We are looking for wins this
OM*
UM V. UMBC

FRIDAY, OCT 1
3 P.M.
weekend," said senior Emily
Stevens. "The team might be
tense, it is the first conference
game for many players."
Maine will be ready come
game time for both games this
weekend.
UMBC
and
Binghamton both don't pack the
individual scoring punch that the
Black Bears posses. However, the
Retrievers do know how to spread

ference for most goals. Hilgar
also leads the team in assists with
four, which ranks her sixth in the
conference.
"All you really hear about
sometimes is the people who
score, but our defense has just
been stellar," said Kix. "We've
done a great job of protecting the
goal cage; we have to do that
against UNH."
The Black Bears stand at 1-0
in the America East and will
hope to improve upon that record
in the coming weeks. After New
Hampshire. the Black Bears play
four straight road games,three of
which are against America East
opponents, including Boston
University, who is ranked 25th in
the country. They know the road
to the conference tournament,
which features the top four
teams, will be decided down the
stretch. However, it begins with
UNH.
The match is 1 p.m. Sunday
.It is youth day, and after the
game Maine players will be signing autographs. There will also
be a concession stand and a souvenir booth, in the hopes that the
game against rival UNH will
have the largest attendance of the
season.

out their scoring. UMBC has nine
different players with one or more
goals in their first eight games,
including their leading scorer
Jessica Young, who has three
goals and two assists. Binghamton
has '10 players with one goal or
more, and is led by Kim Povill
with four goals and three assists
and Caitlin O'Shaughnessy with
three goals and four assists.
Maine has six players with a goal
or more, however, the predominant amount of scoring has come
from
Povill
the
and
O'Shaughnessy.
"This is going to be a very
good experience to finally get to
play at home," said junior midfielder Angela Clark. "It is such a
relief to not have to travel and deal
with long road _trips or hotel
rooms."
This weekend marks the Bears'
first home game in a month. The
action begins 3 p.m. Friday
against UMBC and 11 a.m.
Sunday versus Binghamton.

We'll Pay you up to $300
To Park Your Car Here

A Limited Time Offer

UCU Auto BuyBack Program
In just a few minutes, you could reduce your monthly payments arid
your annual interest rate. PLUS we're paying you cash. .
Cash Payout

$100
$200
$300

Loan Amount

$5,000-10,000
$10,001-20,000
$20,001 & above

Rates as low as
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Flexible Terms • Easy Appbcation

So what are you waiting for?
Ask a UCU representative about refinancing your current auto loan
or financing your next purchase with UCU.
Apply online WWW.UCu.maine.edu

UCU
UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

The Way Financial Services Should Be
-

Orono

Portland

Bangor

800-696-8628

800-455-1906

866-875-5053
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Not the same old intramural sports
athlete representing his or her
team, can be held in the same
fashion as any other student
Intramural sports at the organization.
Now for the fun stuff.
University of Maine need a little
All potential participants are to
pick me up; a jolt if you will. No
more no-shows by referees, no report to scheduled tryouts for
more miniscule cheering sections their respected sport. From there,
made up of one girlfriend and her a series of workouts and athletic
roommate who don't even know workshops take place where the
anyone, and no more reschedul- council critiques each athlete
ing. I mean, does a game ever closely, and results from the
are
recorded.
happen when it is supposed to? workouts
No matter the league, whether it's Following the tryouts, players are
dorm, independent or Greek, the ranked based upon their performoperation of [unlorganized sports ance and thrown into a pool for
the upcoming seasoual draft. Yes,
on campus needs to change.
Here is where the proposition that's right,a draft. Football, basof the Intramural Sports ketball and softball will all have
Association arrives to rescue ISA-run drafts to determine
campus athletics and bring with it teams. Players cannot choose
a sense of professionalism and where to go and who to play with
like the old days of UMaine intraseriousness to the competition.
The ISA will mirror, in opera- murals. Greek members will end
tion, the general constructs of its up on teams with dorm residents,
pro-level counterparts such as the off-campus students will end up
NFL and NBA, minus the money with RA's, the player selection
of course. The Association will will be executed as if it were a
exist for three major intramural professional sport.
Following each draft, a one
sports: flag football, basketball
and softball. Attempting to month trading period will come
implement such an idea for every into effect. Any trade can take
sport offered on campus is too place between teams. As long as
far-fetched. Expansion is eventu- the same amount of players from
ally possible, but not in the near each squad exchange hands, the
trade will be allowed by the ISA.
future.
Depending on the amount of
Inception of the ISA will begin
with a committee and chairper- students who elect to try out, the
sons. An ISA chairman is number of teams participating in
appointed with vice presidents each sport will be decided. To get
and all other necessary positions the ,leagues started, initial teams
voted on. Of course,students will are pieced together by the ISA
be the only eligible candidates. after extensive looks at workout
Weekly council meetings with the results. Teams will be compiled
player's union, made up of one as fairly as possible to prevent the

possibility of an immediate
dynasty.
After the first season —
depending on graduating team
members, or any other lost players — teams will participate in
every ISA draft. Using information from the newest wave of tryouts and player rankings, teams
can select their own players. Of
course, the draft order will go as
any other would, with the worst
teams at the top of the selection
board. Think of it as an intramural lottery system.
Each of the three sports will
consist of one league and one
league only. The ISA will release
weekly rankings based on a voting scheme. One vote from each
council member, along with one
from each team, will be factored
into the decision making. This
way, the rankings reflect the
league's perception fairly and
accurately.
All three ISA sponsored sports
will have extended regular season
and playoff schedules. Forget the
two-week season when your team
played two games and then it was
time for playoffs, this is the ISA
baby! No sport will see less than
ten games of regular season play
and playoffs will be bracket form.
It's a lot to take in, but think
about how much fun it would be.
Finally, there will be a reason to
want to participate in intramurals,
competitively and joyfully.
An actual league with actual
standings and an actual draft, all
constructed and operated from
within the UMaine community:
Does it get any better than that?

Vermont also boasts a roster
thats returns 11 forwards and
seven defensemen from last season.
Going into the match,Maine is
ranked No. 2 in the nation,
according to the USCHO.com
preseason rankings and ranked
No. 4 in the nation in the USA
today poll.
"We are a much closer team at
the start this year compared to last
season," said defensemen Mike
Lundin. "We were close by the
end but this year we have chemistry and everyone gets along."
The assist man, Michelle
Levielle, who had six goals and
34 assists for 40 points in his
sophomore year for the Black
Bears,is returning and will play a
large role in the Black Bear's success this season. The output of
forward Derek Damon will also
weigh heavily on the teams
future. He had 13 goals and 18
assists for 31 points last season
and will look to take over an even
larger roll in the goal scoring

department. Last year's post season clutch goal scorer Mike
Hamilton is also back for his
sophomore season, having seven
goals and seven assists for 14
points last year.
Two big returning players are
projected top defenseman Mike
Lundin and projected top goaltender Jimmy Howard. Lundin
stepped up big last year for the
Black Bears during the regular
season and post season.
Jimmy Howard, who now
holds the title of the NCAA's best
goalie, is the biggest factor in
whethe or not the Black Bears
return to the promise land.
Howard put up stellar numbers
last season with a 14-4-3 record,a
minuscule 1.19 G.A.A. and a .965
save percentage.
The Bears face off against
Vermont 2 p.m. this Sunday and
have a pair .of huge non conference games next weekend at
Alfond Arena against the hated
North Dakota Fighting Sioux of
the WCHA.

By Kyle FortInsky
For The Maine Campus

OPENER
From Page 20
what to expect of the Black Bears
in 2004-2005. The Bears lost key
goaltender Frank Doyle,top scorers Todd Jackson and Colin
Shields and top defenseman
Preston Ryan, as well as clutch
performers
Dustin
Penner,
Cameron Lyall and goalie Ray
Jean. The Bears, however, are
returning some key starters from
last season's team.
The Black Bears have two of
their top scorers back from last
season, senior forward Brady
Leisenring and senior forward
Scott Mifsud. Liesenring had 15
goals and 21 assists for 36 points
while Mifsud had 12 goals and 13
assists for 25 points last year.
They also return junior goaltender
Travis Russell to the team.
Russell went 9-16-4 last year with
a .898 save percentage and a 3.18
goals against average.

aggressive up front in order to stop going to be up against a potential
their running game,and disciplined national champion," he said. "It
in the back end to shut down the sounds corny, but I really think in
pass game," said defensive back evaluating our league and what has
From Page 20
Joan Quezada.
happened in the first few weeks,
The talent each team holds is that there is going to be someone
said Pereira. "We will be tested this
week as an offense, but the troops one of the main reasons the eighth coming out of our league that is
and I are ones who will never back seeded Black Bears and fourth very battle-tested, and has had to
seeded Hens will, host the A-10 have played good football to be our
down from a good fight."
champion."
Maine's defense will face a game of the week on Saturday.
that
is
not
game
I
hope
Maine's first conference battle
"It's
a
challenge as well. Delaware, like
or
a
seabegins
at noon at Delaware
be
a
season-ender
going
to
that
is
Maine, has a receiver corps
very strong and deep. The Blue son-maker," said Cosgrove. Stadium and can be seen locally on
Hens also regularly use two backs, "There are so many others to play." Channel 5.
"We all know that we're a good
With the strength the Atlantic
splitting the carries between Sean
team
season,
Cosgrove
and it's up to us to decide if
10
possesses
this
Bleiler, with 64 carries for 325
we
want
there
is
a
good
chance
to grow, or stay the
believes
that
has
Starks,
who
yards, and ,Lonnie
that the national champions will same as a football team," said
43 carries for 224 yards.
Quezada.
"We need to be physical and come out of this league.
"Each and every week we're

CHAMPS

PATRIOTS CORNER
By Matt Williams
For The Maine

Campus

371 days. That's how long it will
have been since the New England
Patriots lost a football game when
they take the field Sunday in Buffalo
for an AFC East matchup with the
Bills. The Pats have won 17 straight
games and will be looking to tie the
all-time record of 18 in a row with a
win this week.
Standing in their way is a Bills
team that is struggling to score
points and looking to find its identity under first year head coach Mike
Mularkey. They are 0-2, but are
only a few plays away from being 20. Jacksonville scored a last-second
miracle touchdown to beat them
week one,and the NFL has admitted
that officials incorrectly deprived the
Bills of a safety and incorrectly
called back a 50-plus yard punt
return against Oakland in week two.
The Bills lost the game against
Oakland by a mere three points.
The lone highlight this season for
the Bills has been their defense,
which has only allowed 26 points
this year. However, their struggling
offense can never seem to score
enough points to make the defensive
effort count. Time and time again
Buffalo looks to be in control of a
game in the fourth quarter and finds
a way to lose. They play a remarkably similar style to the Patriots,
with most of their games coming
down to the wire. The difference is
that while the Patriots come up hi
in clutch situations, the Bills shoot
themselves in the foot and lose.
Still, the Pats will have their
hands full with a feisty Buffalo team
looking to turn its season around.
There's no question that the Bills
need this win more than New
England does, and a team with its
back against the wall can be very
dangerous. Bills cornerback Troy
Vincent is quick to point out that last
year his Eagles were 0-2 before
advancing to the NFC championship
game. A record of 1-2 is a hole that
Buffalo can dig itself out of, but 0-3
is the kind of hole you put a tombstone.on.

A (Trip

The key to the Bills game plan
will be the production Of running
back Travis Henry, who has rushed
for over 1,300 yards the last two seasons but hasn't produced much this
year. He needs to have a big game
to back the Patriots off some of their
blitz packages and give Drew
Bledsoe more time to throw the ball
downfield to Eric Moulds and to
speedster Lee Evans in the flats. If
the Patriots vaunted defense isn't
forced to respect the run,they will be
in Bledsoe's face all day and this
game will be a rout.
The Pats, on the other hand, will
look to expose the age of Buffalo's
defense by using their speed to their
advantage. The Bills are hard to run
against but are vunerable to the Pats'
short yardage and screen passing
game. If Tom Brady is as accurate
as he usually is and has good protection, the underneath passes will be
ne.arly impossible to stop,so look for
the Pats to return to that strategy.
which got them a 31-0 win the last
time these two teams met.
Based on the first two weeks of
the season, many would say the
Patriots should win this game easily.
but the other factor in the game is
pride. The Bills are looking to
restore theirs after last December's
embarrassing finish. Drew Bledsoe
will once again be out to prove that
he can still be a top-tier quarterback
in today's NH The Patriots will he
trying to keep the Bills down and
establish dominance in the AFC
East, and extend their record-winning streak, but blowing out a hungry team is easier said than done.
There's always a lot of emotion
when these rivals step on the field
and Sunday will be no different.
The game should be closely contested and a lot of fun to watch.
Let's not overlook them, however;
the law of averages says they have to
win a close game eventually and
New England has to lose one eventually. Remember, any given
Sunday.
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The University Bookstore and the College
of Education have teamed up to create a
new program to assist school libraries in
the area. The school sends us a wish list of
books they would like to have to better
serve the students and staff, and we
provide a collection box in the Bookstore
for you to donate the books. The school is
chosen at random each semester,and we
have chosen Hampden Academy for Fall
2004!

25% off books
purchased for
Hampden Academy,
"...because Ws hoololor*
a good thing to do."
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Program on the rise
By James Crowley
For The Maine Campus
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LEADER OF THE PACK— Edward Caron practices with other members of the cross country teams Tuesday afternoon on the trails in University Park.

Cross country readies for big invite
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
Next time you're at the local
Nobles
or
Barnes
&
Blockbuster, do a little
research and try and count the
number of running-based
books or movies. I promise you
that you will be able to count
that number on one hand.
Why the shortage of running
stories? It's quite simple actually. No serial novel or big
budget film will ever correctly
honor the beauty of one of the
most underrated sports. For
those who have ever attended a
cross country race in the thick
of autumn there is nothing
quite like the real thing. More
importantly, there is no fall
sport that brings with it the
sheer intrigue and beauty a
cross country meet provides to
its spectors.
the
Saturday,
This
University of Maine will play
host to cross country at its
finest, when it hosts the 13th
Keatinge
Murray
annual
Invitatonal. The invite serves
as a lasting tribute to the one of
running's biggest sponsers.
The Murray Keatinge Cross
Country Invitational is a lasting tribute to Murray Keatinge,
a great friend to track and field
and cross country across the
country. The day will see two
different races, one race for
females and the other for
males. However, the intensity-

will be the same and the drama
will be unparalelled.
For two hours on Saturday,
Maine will become the epicenter of the New England cross
country scene. The Invite is an
annual display of some of the
sport's finest, and this year
will be no different.
Saturday's event boasts such
perninnal powers as Brown,
and
Boston
College
Dartmouth. However, the roster of teams doesn't stop there.
The red carpet will be unravelled as well for Central
Connecticut State, Dalhousie,
Dartmouth, Holy Cross, Iowa,

MURRAY KEATINGE
INVITE
SATURDAY, OCT 2
11 A.M.
Maine, New Hampshire and
men's
Vermont.
The
race will also feature Colgate
and Purdue lacing up the racers. The women's race will
have
Southern
Methodist
University at the starting line,
while the men's race will not.
The Black Bears are hoping
that the meet will serve as a
launching pad for both squads.
Several Black Bears will be
looked at to contest for top
spots in the invite. Two of the
biggest studs on the Maine roster to look out for are Mike
Lansing and Edward Caron.
Each athlete has started out

this
season
strong
and
undoubtedly will be looking to
carry it over into Saturday's
meet.
Kirby Davis, Donald Drake,
Josh
Trevino
and
Jon
McGonagle will also be looking to shake things up in the
men's race. In the women's
competition, expect Kristen
Vidla and Shelby Howe to
natch the headlines for the
Black Bears. Behind the main
pelton will be Erin Lawler,
Teig Choroszy and Charlotte
Howley looking to give the
Black Bears the necessary
boast to compete with the powerhouses.
If the two-weeks-prior
UMass Invite was any precusor
for this weekend's meet the
Black Bears will be looking to
do much more than compete. A
little more than two weeks ago,
Maine travelled down to the
University of MasschusettsAmherst cross country invitational and returned with a convincing first-place finish for
the men and a third-place mark
for the women. Maine was able
to place three runners in the top
five to win the event. The men
were anchored by strong performances by Lansing and
Caron.
The men's five-mile race
begins at 11 a.m., with the
women's five-kilometer race
starting at noon. Both races
begin on the practice fields and
end on the track.

Going into week three the
University of Maine football team
didn't stand a chance against a
heavily favored Mississippi State
team. Sure,the Bears have built a
very strong program here in the
Atlantic 10 football conference,
but they appeared to be severely
overmatched.
Anyone who knows anything
about college football, sports or
even physics knew the Bears
might as well have sent their
hockey team -over to Starkville to
face a team from the Southeastern
Conference. No one — and I
mean no one in their right mind
— gave the Bears a chance to
even hold their own. You would
have to be stupid or crazy to think
Division I-AA Maine had a shot
of pulling off the upset.
If you happened to catch the
local sports radio stations leading
up to the game coach Cosgrove
was consistent with his comments. When questioned about
his team's chances,he replied that
his team was going down there to
win a football game. Well, on
Sept. 18,the visitor's locker room
down in Starkville, Miss., must
have been full of dumb jocks just
crazy enough to believe him.
Maine football fans have a lot
to be excited about this year and
its not just because of one surprise
upset against Mississippi State.
On the offensive side of the ball
the Bears feature returning standouts as well as some exciting
newcomers.
Perhaps the most exciting
developing star is last year's
Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year,
Ron Whitcomb. Whitcomb, who
is of course only a sophomore, is

already regarded as one of the
best young quarterbacks in the
league, and he is only getting better with experience. Maine also
has some impressive depth at the
wideout position this year. Led
by junior Ryan Waller and senior
Christian Pereira, the Black Bears
have the big play ability that they
have lacked in recent years.
However,leading the way is senior running back Marcus
Williams. After rushing for well
over 1,000 yards the last two seasons, Williams entered this year
third on the school's all-time
rushing list with 2,863 yards rushing. Protecting Whitcomb and
paving the way for Williams is the
always dependable offensive line
of the Black Bears featuring a collection of veterans.
Maine's defense quite frankly
shocked the nation with the Black
victory two weeks ago in
Mississippi. It takes a lot more
than hard work and heart to shut
down a team like Mississippi
State and the Bears were up for
the challenge. Jarred Gomes and
Devon Goree are two key returning players. They are joined by
Manauris Arias and John
Baumgartner who form a deep
secondary.
Coming off the heels of
Maine's first-ever victory over a
I-A opponent and one of the
biggest victories in school history,
the Bears steamroll into Delaware
this Saturday to take on the
defending I-AA national chaiiipion. Again, the experts have the
Bears going into this weekend's
matchup as the underdog, but a
few concede it will be a close
game. But you'd have to be stupid or crazy to think that coach
Cosgrove's team is listening to
any of that.

Matt Kearney
Style Editor
581-3061
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SHOWDOWN IN BRUNSWICK— Jason Jacobe, a sophomore defender from Windham, tries to stop Jonathan Napper of Harvard at Tuesday's game.
Maine defeated Harvard 2-1.

CONQUER
From Page 20
Crimson, Harvard was able to
score a goal in the 62nd minute.
Harvard's Anthony Tornaritis
was able to slide the ball past
Maine keeper Chad Mongeon to
tie the game at 1-1. The
Crismon's Ben Mottau registered
an assist on the play.
Despite the allowed goal, the

Black Bears still dictated much
of the game
and
held
momentuem on their side of their
pitch.
Then, with eight minutes left
in the game, Kyle Vosmus
showed a flash of versatility by
intercepting a Harvard pass.
Vosmus quickly cut through the
Crimson defense,finding captain
Matt Bernal. Bernal then finished off the thrilling play with a
game-winning goal for the Black
Bears.

Outside of Monday's victory,
the team received even more
good news, when freshman forward Jimmy Velas was named
the America East Rookie of the
Week for the second time in three
weeks.
Velas was given the award for
his one goal, one assist performance against New Hampshire.
Also, the former Falmouth High
standout was honored as the
GoBlackBears.com male student
athlete of the week.

On Saturday, the Black Bears
will travel to Burlington to take
on the Catamounts for their second game in America East play.
This past Saturday, Maine picked
up their first conference point of
the season when they tied UNH
2-2 in Durham, N.H.
The Catamounts lost their
conference opener 2-0 to
Northeastern last Saturday.
Before taking on the Black
Bears, Vermont will come in
with a record of 4-3-1. One of

their wins also was a 1-0 victory
against Harvard.
After their game against
Vermont, seven of their remaining eight games on the schedule
will be conference games.
Despite five of those games
being listed as home games,
only four will be played at
Alumni Field. Their lone non
conference match will take
place on October 26 when they
will travel to Falmouth to take
on Holy Cross.

Picking the National Champion
Join
the
gang
Write for
TIH

A
Sports section.
Contact Matthew Conyers on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-1268 for details.
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By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
Even though the college
football season is a little more
than a month old, there have
already been some interesting
developments.
Some could argue that Notre
Dame's 4-1 start, which included a win against Michigan,
could be labeled as amazing.
You could also make the point
that Utah has had an
start, averaging 48 points
game. But for me, there is one
team that is an even bigger
story.
The most amazing team I
have seen so far has beaten their
with
opponents
senseless
points, and that team is my pick
for the national championship.
That team is the University
of Southern California Trojans.
OK, you might be thinking,
"How can this guy be saying
Southern Cal does not get
enough respect?"
Well, it's easy. This is a team
that not only lost a few of their
top defensive players to the
NFL, but they lost the game's
best wide receiver, Mike
Williams, due to ineligibility.
Even with all of those losses,
they still look and play like the
best team in the nation.

Unlike that team who plays
in the Big 12. the Trojans do not
play a "cream puff' schedule.
Outside of their one home game
against Colorado State, this
team, week in and week-out,
has done nothing but gone on
the road and won games.
Not only have they played
well on the road, but go ahead
and write this down: They play
in the second hardest conference in collf.•.ge football Even
1,
got stronger
thoitoh
witit Miain: and Virginia Tech
there is no other conference
harder than the Southeast
Conference. The way things are
looking with teams such as
State,
Arizona
Stanford,
California and UCLA playing
well, everyone in America can
see how good this team is
instead of buying into the hype
that is Georgia.

The only hard part about
crowning Southern California
the champ is this one question:
Who are they going to beat in
January for the crown? So far
that question seems like a number of possibilities, but for now,
I am going to be safe and take
Miami.
After the Hurricanes edged
out Florida State, things are
starting to look easy for them.
Even though they have a
tremendow defense, there is
one person who will lose it for
Miami come January: Brock
Berlin. This guy could not cut it
at Florida even before Chris
Leak got there. So let's be honest: is he really going to get the
job done while going against a
USC defense that was so good
last year that they didn't allow a
rusher to tally over 100 yards
against them once?

SKEETER'S STORE
705 Stillwater Avenue. Old Town

827-1976

OPEN UNTIL MIDNITE FRI & SAT

All Beer Below Suggested Retail!!!
Discounted Cigarette Prices, Soda and Snacks

Open Mon-Thur 9am-ilpm,Sun Noon-5pm
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UMaine heads to Delaware to tussle with Champs
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
The University of Maine football team couldn't have asked for
a better schedule for the 2004 season.
"It kind of set itself up as an
ideal situation where you could
play three non league games,then
have a break and go into your
league stuff," said head coach
Jack Cosgrove.
The Bears are back on the road
Saturday to play Delaware, the
defending national champions,
after having a bye this past week.

"I like the timing," said senior
Pereira.
Christian
wideout
"We've got all of our non league
games out of the way, and now
we're heading into conference
play on a two game win streak."
The 2-1 Bears last saw action
in the 9-7 victory over division IA Mississippi State. Although the
win was one of the biggest in the
program's history, the team has
moved on from the excitement,
knowing preparation for the
Atlantic 10 is now on its doorstep.
"[Mississippi] is now behind
us," said Cosgrove. "Based upon
what I saw in practicelast week,

we weren't walking around with and went on to lose in overtime
any kind of attitude where we 24-21.
"I think we have to prove to
were better than ourselves, we
that we can finish
ourselves
to
order
in
and
are,
we
know who
accomplish our goals, what we games," said Pereira. "We went
down there last year and played
have to do."
Maine's ultimate goal is to win 30 great minutes of football, and
the Atlantic 10 championship and then the last 30,instead of playing
go on to play more football, but to win, we played not to lose."
"We really can't dwell on the
first, the team must take care of
business for the next eight weeks. past," said Pereira."All we can do
This week, Maine will invade it learn from it and move on. It's
Delaware during the Hens' home- a new day."
The fresh start will feature two
coming weekend in hopes of
new teams that possess similarikeeping its winning streak alive.
Last season, Maine held a 21-0 ties as to what each team does on
advantage on the Hens at halftime the field.

Delaware has a talented offensive line, with two players from
the line being all conference preseason selections. The defense
returns nine starters this season
and is led by linebacker Mondoe
Davis, who has 39 tackles on the
season. First team All-American
Sidney Haugabrook is also a player Maine must me mindful of in
Delaware's defensive scheme, as
well as on returns.
"Defensively, they have some
great players who play their
schemes and coverage's to a
See CHAMPS on page 17

Men's
hockey
starts new
season

BLAST OFF—
Black Bear
Jason Jacobe
[right] and
Andrew
Nechtem of
the Harvard
Crimson both
attempt to
control the
ball during
play on
Tuesday at
Bowdoin
College.
UMaine
defeated
Harvard 2-1.
Maine faces
off against the
University of
Vermont on
Sunday in
America East
Competition.

By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
men's hockey team is a new team
yet again. This year's squad has
lost many of the familiar faces
that the university had grown to
love. However, many players
remain from last year's run to the
national championship and are
going to try and accomplish what
last year's squad could not
achieve.
The Black Bears' season starts
much earlier this year — so early
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

UM V,. UVM
SUNDAY, OCT 3
BURLINGTON, VT

Conquering the Crimson
Men's soccer wins tight battle, Jimmy Velas named America East rookie of the week
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
the
on
taking
Before
of
University
on
Vermont
the
Saturday,
of
University
men's
Maine
to
traveled
team
soccer
Brunswick on Tuesday, where

they defeated Harvard 2-1.
"It was all about hard work and
we just got stuck in," said left
back Adam Chenault about the
match. "Our strikers just worked
real hard and they were all over
the place."
Tuesday's game was held in
Brunswick due to Harvard's traveling restrictions. With the victory
the Black Bears improved to a 3-

Back at home in Orono
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
With the non conference
schedule behind them, the
University of Maine women's
soccer team takes aim at the

Women's soccer
America East schedule for the rest
of the season.
"We have had an excellent
period of preparation given the
non conference schedule's com-

petition, challenge and quality of
opponents," said head coach Scott
Atherley. "It has given us a good
indication of what to expect from
the remainder of the season."
The Black Bears have shown
that they are a force to be reckoned with their talented offense.
The squad has also been continuously outshooting their opponents. For all but two games, the
Black Bears have outscored them
as well. Maine is currently 6-2-1
See W SOCCER on page 16

2-2 record before their weekend
clash with America East conference with the Catamounts.
Maine was able to open up the
scoring early on, tallying their
first goal 15 seconds into the
match. The Black Bears used five
pivotal passes tp set up the goal.
However, the key pass came off
the foot of Kevin Forgett, who
sent a through ball to Justin

in fact, they can't even be
coached on ice until Oct. 2 by
NCAA rules. There will be no
blue-white game this season
either. This weekend's game will
serve that purpose. In what promises to be surefire battle, the
Black Bears are off to Burlington,
Vermont this weekend to face the
University
of
Vermont
Catamounts
non
a
in
conference
See CONQUER on page 19
season opener.
"We are just trying to
improve," said forward Derek
Damon."We have had a lack of
practice with coaches .on the ice
so we will really work on the line
moved them up three spots from
combinations to find chemistry in
the previous week.
the first few weeks."
Maine will host conference
Vermont is no longer the team
rival New Hampshire on Sunday.
that saw Martin St. Louis and felThe Wildcats are 1-6 overall and
low Catamounts shock the col0-1 in America East. Their conferlege hockey world in the early
loss
ence
came
against
90s.The Catamounts were 9-22-4
Northeastern on Sunday in a 6-1
last year and basically one of the
defeat.
failures of the ECAC. Things
Northeastern is the only other
have not gotten better this year.
America East team to be ranked
This Sunday's opener will
in the top 20.They are 8-2 and are
most likely serve as harbinger for
ranked 10th in the country.

Stockford, who then rocketed a
shot into the mesh for a 1-0
advantage.
For Stockford,the goal was his
fourth of the season and also the
fastest goal scored in Black Bear
soccer history.
After a first half where the
Black Bears shutdown the

Field hockey climbs in polls
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus
With their two wins at home
over the weekend, the University
of Maine field hockey team
moved up in the national rankings. Their 8-3 overall record
moved them into a tie for No. 17
in the country with Harvard, a
team Maine beat earlier in the
season. The National Field
Hockey Coaches Association poll
is released every Tuesday and the
Black Bear's back-to-back wins

See CLIMB on page 16

See OPENER on page 17

